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SUMMARY 
Maps and concise tables are presented which show TOVS box 
centroid locations, box size, and vertical sounding products from 
the NOAA-6 and -9 satellites for the FIRE/SHB Wisconsin 
experiment region during October 9 through November 2, 1986. In 
addition to the operational standard products, relative 
reflectance is calculated and presented based on values from 
HIRS/Z Band 20 measurements. 
INTRODUCTION 
A field experiment was conducted in Wisconsin during October 
1986 for purposes of both intensive cirrus-cloud measurements and 
Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) algorithm validation activities. 
The cirrus-cloud measurements were part of the First ISCCP 
(International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) Regional 
Experiment (FIRE) as described by Starrl. The algorithm 
validation activity was the first experiment of an SRB algorithm 
intercomparison program based on scientific recommendations from 
Suttles and Ohring*. Both the FIRE and SRB experiments require 
use of TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) data products. 
It is the purpose of this document to present those data in a 
concise form such that investigators from both programs may 
quickly evaluate the usefulness of this satellite product to 
their own particular investigation. 
DATA DESCRIPTION 
Standard TOVS vertical sounding parameters are given at the 
longitude and latitude of the data centroid of the box or area 
from which the soundings are obtained. Depending on the viewing 
zenith angle, the size of the box from which the soundings are 
averaged may range from 250 x 293 km to 518 x 293 km. The larger 
box corresponds to an area approximately the same size as the 
State of Wisconsin. In the event of dense cloud cover over much 
of the box, the data centroid may actually be near the edge of a 
box rather than near the center. Thus, it is generally not 
precisely known how far the centroids lie from the center of the 
* Atmospheric Sciences Division, NASA Langley Research Center, 
Hampton, Virginia 23665-5225 
**PRC Kentron, Hampton, Virginia 23666 
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large-box areas represented on the standard-product tape. In 
general, it is reasonable to assume that the data represent 
conditions close to the centroid location and will become less 
representative as distance increases. 
Figures 1 through 24 are maps showing the centroid locations 
of the standard-resolution TOVS data actually obtained for the 
FIRE/SRB experiment. The surface stations are those locations 
within a 125- x 125-km array where longwave Eppley PIR instrument 
measurements were made on a continuing basis. Locations of these 
individual stations near airports were as follows: 
Station Latitude Longitude Elevation 
1. Madison (Truax) 43.13000 89.3217O 263.7 m 
2. Ft. McCoy 43.95830 90.75500 259.1 q 
3. Stevens Point 44.54830 89.5317O 339.6 m 
4. Baraboo 43.52170 89.7717O 301.5 m 
5 .  Adams Co.  43.96670 89.8000O 299.4 m 
6. Wautoma 44.04170 89.30500 264.6 m 
7. Oshkosh 43.99330 88.55830 245.7 m 
8. Wausau 44.92500 89.62000 366.5 m 
The numbers beside the TOVS centroid symbols in the figures are 
the GMT hour of the satellite overpass. (Zero hour GMT for 
October 10 is actually 6 p.m. c.s.t. on October 9 at the surface 
stations.) Local sunrise was at approximately 12:30 GMT and 
sunset was near 23:OO GMT. 
The region shown in the figures is approximately 725 x 950 
km in size. Over the 25-day experiment, there should have been 
253 NOAA-6 and 306 NOAA-9 standard-resolution TOVS data sets in 
this region based on orbit and view-angle calculations. (NOAA-10 
was operating but had not been declared operational. A standard 
product was not available from that system.) Instead, 242 NOAA-6 
and 265 NOAA-9 data sets are available. Approximately 50 percent 
of the 507 NOAA-6 and NOAA-9 TOVS data sets were during daylight 
hours. During the experiment data period, only s i x  standard- 
resolution TOVS centroids fell near the center of the FIRE/SRB 
surface-station array. One was during daylight hours. Forty-six 
centroids fell either within or near the edge of the surface- 
station array, however, with 29 during daylight. Examination of v 
FIRE aircraft flight lines over the whole region between Michigan 
and mid-Minnesota indicates that only 11 standard-resolution TOVS 
centroids fell in the area of and near the time of aircraft data. 
It is clear that both FIRE and SRB activities would benefit from 
a re-reduction of the TOVS satellite measurements if a product 
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with larger numbers of small boxes could be obtained. Inclusion 
of data from NOAA-10 would also increase the soundings available 
to scientific investigators. 
Table 1 gives detailed locations and times for the TOVS 
centroids which may be used t o  more closely coordinate the 
satellite data with experimental measurements. Also included are 
the theoretical box sizes associated with each centroid if all 
soundings were available. Size values are included here such 
that the user may assess how far the satellite view angle was o f f  
nadir. All boxes have a width of 293 km (in the direction of the 
satellite track). Boxes with a length of 250 km have viewing 
zenith angles < 16.4O. Lengths of 309 km mean that the viewing 
zenith angle is between 16.40 and 33.3O. Boxes with length = 518 
km are taken from soundings with viewing angles between 33.30 and 
51.70. A large box whose centroid falls in central Wisconsin was 
taken from a satellite which was probably passing over either the 
Toronto to Pennsylvania region or the North Dakota to Nebraska 
area. 
Most vertical sounding parameters from the NOAA tapes are 
included in the table for each centroid location. Rows or 
columns with ***** symbols denote either missing or undefined 
data. Analysis methods and data limitations for the NOAA 
sounding parameters are given in Kidwel13. Values for blackbody 
temperature are incorrect for Band 20 of the High Resolution 
Vertical Sounder (HIRS/2). The value shown for Band 20, 
hereafter referred to as HIRS'BO, may be converted to blackbody 
temperature, TBB, by the following equation: 
3.487 x 1.07 
TBB = e(20933.97/HIRS 2 0 )  
Values shown for RELATIVE REFLECTANCE in Table.1 were calculated 
from the cosine of SOLAR ZENITH, COS(SZ), and equation (1) as 
follows: 
The RELATIVE REFLECTANCE number is interpreted as a shortwave 
value relative t o  a Lambertian surface without directional 
effects being fully considered. Both equations (1) and (2) are 
based on unpublished empirical studies at the NASA Langley 
Research Center which took into account solar zenith angle, but 
not viewing zenith or azimuth angles. The resulting value has to 
be viewed with some caution because of this history. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS . 
The region examined in this study was approximately 725 x 
950 km in size. Over the 25-day period of the investigation, 91 
percent of the theoretically possible NOAA-6 and NOAA-9 standard- 
resolution TOVS data were obtained. Seasonal timing of the 
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FIRE/SRB Wisconsin experiment made it such that 5 0  percent of the 
TOVS overpasses each day were in periods of daylight. Only 253 
standard-resolution data sets were obtained in daylight for the 
entire region. Of these, 11 had centroids in locations where FIRE 
aircraft were taking data near the overpass time. Only 29 of the 
daylight centriods were near FIRE/SRB surface stations. An additional 
17 sets are near ground stations in periods of darkness, however. 
A total of six standard-resolution TOVS centriods are near the center 
of the 125- x 125-km surface-station array. (Only one set is in 
daylight over the entire 25-day period.) 
Much additional data would be available to complement ground 
station and aircraft investigations if the TOVS satellite 
measurements were re-reduced to produce a vertical sounding 
product with larger numbers of small boxes. Inclusion of NOAA-LO 
data would also improve the situation. Future field experiments 
should consider the problem of TOVS spatial resolution and 
historical data retrieval success rates. 
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TABLE 1.  CONTINUED 
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%*%**% 
***%** 
* % S t * *  
% * * * S t  
* S t * * *  
* S t * * *  ****** 
* * * * S t  
* * S t * *  






















%*** *** ***** 
***** 
















* * S t * *  
* * * S t *  
* * S t * *  
*%***% 
S f * * % *  
*****% 
* * S t * *  
* S t * * *  
**%*** 
S t * * * *  
* * S t * %  ****** ****** 
S t * * % *  
% * * S t *  
*****% ****** 
* * * * S t  





















* * S f *  
* S t * %  
* S t * *  
















****** ****** ****** ****** 
%%%*** ****** 
* * S f * *  
S t * * * *  
* * * * S t  
*%%%%* 
*%**** ****** 
* S t % * *  




* % S t * *  








TABLE 1. CXNTINUED 
DAY :HOUR :MIN m 
SATELLITE No 
LATI'IVDE ( D E  N) 
SURFACE 'I%?@ (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TROPFmB (MI31 
TROP TDP (K) 
(TZONE (DOBSON) 






















HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 







HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HrRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
H m / 2  BAND 17 
HlRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
rJLsu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  
rJLsu BAND4 ssu B A N D 1  

































































10 To m. 




































* S i * * *  
*%%%** 
% * * S t *  
% S t * % *  
***%%* 
* * * S t *  
* S t * * %  
**St**  ****** 
* % S t % *  
* * * * S i  
- 237.11 ****** 
**it*% 

































































































































































































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
WNGIIUDE (DEG W) 
SURFACE ALT (MI 
CLXXID covw ( X )  






























HIRS/2 BAND 10 
H E W 2  BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 mu BAND4 ssu BAND1 ssu BAND2 ssu BAND 3 
-"UR.E (E) 
m. 






























































10 m m. 





* S t * *  
518x293 






S t S S  
S t S  
SSSSS 
SSSSS 
* * S t *  




















S t t t t S  
%%%%%* 
SSSSSS 
t S S S t S  
SXSSSS 




S S S t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
t S S t * S  
S t t t S S  























































































S S t S S  
SSSSS 
SSSSS 



















* * * * S t  






















t S S t S a  


































S X S t S t  
















S S t t S t  
SSSSSS 








TABLE l o  OONTINUED 
om. 10 To om. 11 
DAY : HOUR : MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DE N) 
IDNGI'IUDE (DEW) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE IXw (XM) 
RELATIVE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
rnPPRES MB) 
T 1 # I P m  I K) 
(-) 






















BLACKBODY TR4P (K)  









HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
H W / 2  BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIFfS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 




ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 ssu BAND3 
TEMPERATUR,E (K) 


































S S t S t t  
XSSSSS 






































S t S S  
SSS 

















S S t t t t  
S S S t S t  
SSLSLS%S 
SSSSSS 







t * S % S %  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S t t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 

































































































































































































TABLE 1. (3oKTINUED 












































11 : 13 : 26 
10 





















KNCITUDE ' ( D E  W )  
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE L7cw (EM) 
RELATIVE REFLETAN( 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TPMP (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
TROPTHW I K) 
OZONE (-1 





















1m-0 0 4 m  
BLACKBODY TEPlP (K)  
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRW2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2BAND 3 
HIRS/BBAND 4 
H I R S / 2 W  5 
HIRS/2BAND 6 
HIRS/BBAND 7 
H I R S / 2 W  8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 




t S S * S  
207 
88.30 








t * S S  
SXS 
S S t t S  
92.26 
















700 . 0 
14.0 



























* S t * *  







S S S t S  











































S S S S S S  
S S S t S S  
SSSSSS 
t S t S S S  
SSSSXS 
S S X X S t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
t f t S * S  
S t X S t t  
S S S S t t  
t t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
tttttl: 
S S i S t t  
S S t S S t  








S S S t t t  ****** 






S S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S t S  
* * S t S S  
SSSSSS 
S X S S S t  
SSSSSS 
t t t t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S S S  






























































DAY: HOUR: MIN 
Mobmi 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
LONGITUDE (DEGW) 
SURFACE ALT (MI 
CLCUD OOVER ( X )  




















BLACKBODY TBIP (K) 
HIRS/2BAND 1 
H I R S / B B A N D  2 
HIRS/2BAND 3 
HIRS/BBAND 4 





HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Fsu BAND1 
Ms.u BAND2 m BAND3 
HsU BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
SSU BAND3 







S S X t S  
5 18x293 





S t S X  
S t *  
% * S t *  
181 b 
SSSSS 
t S t t S  


































S t t S S S  



























5 . 0  






























































5 . 0  
























































S S t S  
**S 
SSSSS 
S S S t t  






















S S t t t t  




S S S S S t  
* S i * % *  
SSSSSS 
* * % % S t  
SSSSSS 

























S t t S  
S t t  
* * S t *  
SSSSS 























S i t t S S  
t t S S t S  




S t S S S t  
SSSSSS 
S t S S f t  
S S t S t S  
237.22 
* % % S i *  
i % i % S t  












LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
LDNGIIVDE ( D E  W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Kn SIZE Lxw (rn) 
FELATIVE REFLEC3ANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP ( K )  
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TROPPRES (MB) 
"RIP TEMP (K) - (-1 
CIXXR)  OOVER ( X )  






























HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
















































t S S S S S  
SSSSSS 
S f t S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S t t t  
SSSSSS 












































S t t S t S  
SSSSS$ 
SSSSSS 
S f S S t t  
*S**S* 
SSSSSS 






































































S t t t S S  
S t S S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S t t X  
SSSSSS 
S t S t r t S  











































S * % * S t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S S S S t  
SSSSSS 
S S S S X t  








* * * S t *  
S S S S t t  




















































t S S S S X  
S t S S t S  
S t S t t t  
S S S S t f  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S t t t S  
SSSSSS 
S t S t t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 








TARLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY: HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
LMJCITUDE ( D E  W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 





















BLACKBODY TEMP ( K )  









HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
"DPEW"URB (K) 
HIRs/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Wu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 m B A N D 3  







* * * S t  
309x293 

































t S X t S t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 




S S t S S S  
S t S S f S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S S t  
SSSSSS 























t S S S  *** 
SSSSS 
t S S S S  
t t X S S  




















S t t S t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S t S t S  
SSSSSS 
S S S S t S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S t S  
S t % * % %  
S S S S t t  
SSSSSS 
S S S S t S  
232.84 
S S S S t S  
& * % * S t  

































S S t S S  



















































t S S  
S t t S S  
* * S t *  
S f t S S  




















S S t f S S  
S S t S t S  
t S S S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S t t S  
SSLSSSS 
SSSSLSS 
S S S t S t  
t S t t S t  
SSSSXS 
t S t S S S  
S t t t S S  
t t S S S S  
S S L t t S S  
SSSSSS 






















S t X  
* * * S i  
S S S t S  
* % * S t  
















S t X S S t  
SSSSSS 




* * * * S t  
SXSSSS 
t S t * * S  
* * * t S t  
SSSSSS 




S S S t t f  
SSSSSS 
* t * S S *  
t S S S t t  








DAY: H(xIR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DE N) 
ILNGITUDE (DEG W )  
SOLAR ZENI'i" (D*) 
Box SIZE Ixw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE Tplp ( K )  
SURFACE PRFS (MB) 
TROPPRES (MB) 
TROP 'I" (IO 
OZONE (-1 





















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
H r R S / B B A N D  3 
HIRS/BBAND 4 
Hm/2BAND 5 
H I R S / B B A N D  6 
HIRS/2BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRW2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/Z BAND 12 
H m / 2  BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HlRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
m BAND1 mu BAND2 
mu BAND3 
mu BAND4 ssu BAND1 ssu BAND2 ssu BAND3 
-- (K) 














S X f S  
S t S  
S t % * *  






























X t S t S  
309x293 






S t S S  
SSS 





















S t t S S t  
S S S t X t  




S t S S t t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S S S t t  





























S S t S  
t t S  
* S t * %  
* * % S t  
SSSSS 
















S S t t S t  




S S S S S t  
S t S S S S  
* % * * S f  
* * % S i t  
S S f S S t  
SSSSLSS 
S t t t S t  
SSSSSS 
S t S S S f  
S t t t t t  
XSSSSS 
S t S S t S  
%*%%%% 
StXStSS 












S S S S t  
309x293 






S S S t  
S t S  
% * S i %  
%*%%* 
% S t % %  
% S t * %  
278.5 
270.6 












252 . 0 
XSSSSX 
%%%*%* 
S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S f  SS 
S S S t S S  







S S S t S t  
SSSSSX 
S S t S t X  
S t t S S t  
SSSSXS 























S t S S  
t f S  
S S t S S  
S t * * *  
SSSXS 



















S t S X t S  




S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 
S t t t t S  
S t t S S t  
SSSSSS 





S t t t S S  








TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
o(;T. 14 To OCT. 14 
DAY:HOUR:MIN 
m" _ _  
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
I13NcITUDE ( D E W )  
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE FEFlXX'AN( 
SURFACE ALT (MI 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TROPPRFS MB) 
TROPTPMP I K) 
OZONE (-1 





















BLACKBODY TEslIp (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/ZBAND 4 





HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/Z BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/Z BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRs/2 BAND 20 mu BAM)1 
mu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 ssu BAND3 














S S t S  
xxx  
S S t S S  
SSXSS 
S S t t S  






S f S S S  
250x293 

























S S t S  
t S S  
% % S t %  
SSSSS 
SSSSS 
S t S t S  
273.1 272.7 274.5 
266.1 264.3 267.5 






















S L t t t S S  
SSSSSX 
S X S t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
t t t t t S  
S t S t X S  
229.98 
SXSSSS 
S S t S S t  































































S t S t S S  





X S X t t S  
SSSSSS 
SSXSSX 



















S S t S S  
5 1 8x29 3 






S S t S  
S t S  
SSSSS 
S t S X S  
SSSSS 

















% % % S f %  
S t S t S S  
StSStSS 







% S t % % %  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S S f  
%%%%:St 
S t S t S t  














































S t S X t t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
X S X X S t  
SSSSSS 
S f S S t S  
SSXSSS 
X t S S S t  






S t S t S S  











TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
14ToOCI'. 14 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DM; N) 
WNGI'IUDE (Dm W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 















































































,CKBODY "BW (K) 
LIRS/2 BAND 1 







IRs/2 BAND 9 
IRs/2 BAND 10 
IRW2 BAND 11 
IRs/2 BAND 12 
IRS/2 BAND 13 
lRS/2 BAND 14 
IRS/2 BAND 15 
iJRS/2 BAND 16 
lRS/2 BAND 17 
IIRS/2 BAND 18 
m / 2  BAND 19 
IIRs/2 BAND 20 




lsu BAND 1 
Isu BAND 2 
su BAND3 





* * * S t  
309x293 









S S S t S  
SSSSS 
















S t S S t S  
S X S t t S  
SSSSSS 
* * * S t *  
SSSSSS 











S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
XSSSSS 

























































S S S t S t  
S t X t S S  


























S t S t S  
SSSSS 
S**** 
















































* S t * *  
250x293 





























* * * * S t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S S t t S  









% S i % % *  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
























% % % % %  
SSSSS 
SSSSS 

















S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 








S S t S S t  














t S a w  
TABLE 1. a)"INUED 
OCT. 14 To o(;T. 14 
DAY : HOUR : MIN 
rJloNlw 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
IBNGI'NDE (DEC W) 
SOLARZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
FtELATIW REFLM;TAN( 
SURFACE ALJ' (M) 
SURFACE TB'" (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TROPPRES (MB) 
TfEoP TPMP (K) 
OZONE (-1 





















BLACKBODY "P (K) 
HIRS/2BAND 1 








HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
TEMpERA?vRE (K) 
HIRs/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 mu B A N D 3  
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 











































































S S t S  
S t t  
S t X S S  
S S S f S  






















% % % % S t  
S t S S t t  
% % S t % %  
S S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
S t S t t S  
SSSSXS 
SSSXSS 
S t t S t S  


























S t t S  
S t t  
S S t S S  
SSSSS 


























S t t S S S  
t t t t t S  
S S t S t S  
S t S t S t  
SSSSSS 
























































































t f S  
S t S t S  
X t S t S  
S t t S S  




















S S X t S t  






S t t X S S  
S t S S f S  
SStbSS 
X S t t S S  
% % % S f %  
234.72 
SSSSSS 
S t S t S S  









TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
OCI'. 14'IOOCI'. 14 
DAY : HOUR :MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TPMP (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
r n P H t E s  (HB) 
TROP TB4P (K) - 
C m U D  COVER ( X )  



















BLACKBODY TBP (K)  












HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HlRS/2 BAND 12 
HTRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 mu BAND1 
Msu BAND2 mu BAND3 mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 

















7 .0  




















































































































































S S S t t S  
SCSSSSS 
S t t t t S  





























S S S S t  






















S S t S f S  
S S S S t t  
SSSSSS 





S S S t S t  
t S S t S S  


















* * * S i  
518x293 






* S t *  
SSS 
SSSSS 













































TABLE 1 .  OONTINUED 
OC". 14 TD OCT. 15 
DAY: HOUR: MIN 14: 23 : 36 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 6 
LATITUDE ( D E N )  42.95 
IBNGI'IUDE (DEG W) 89.29 
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  * S t * *  
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 5 1 8x29 3 
RELATNE REFTBXANCE t S * * *  
SURFACE ALT ( M )  272. 
274.0 













1 O m - 7  OMB 







BLACKBODY Tplp (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/BBAND 2 
HIF?S/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2BAND 4 





HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
H W / 2  BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu BAND1 mu BAND2 mu BAND3 
m ' I U R E  (K) 
Msv BAND4 ssu BAND1 



















X t S S X t  
S t S X S S  
t t t t t t  
S t S t S S  
S t t t t t  
t S S S S S  
S f S S S S  
t t t t t t  
t t t t t t  
t S S S S S  
t S S S t t  
t t t t t t  
t t t t t t  
t t t t t t  
t S t S S f  
t t t t t t  
S S X t S t  
t S S S S f  
t t t t t t  













* * S t *  
5 18x293 






t S S S  
t** 
t t S S S  
s s s x t  
t S S t S  
















t t t t t f  
t t t t t f  
S t S S t S  
S t t S t S  
t t S S S S  
S t t t t t  
t t S S S S  
t t t t t t  
S t S S S X  
t t t t t t  
S t t f t t  
t S S S S S  
S t S S S t  
S t t t t t  
t S S S S t  
S t t S X t  
t t t t t t  
t t t t t t  
t X S S S S  




















t S S t  
X t S  
t S * * *  
X * X X X  
ssssx 
















t t t t t t  
S S t t S S  
x t t s s t  
* * S t * *  
t t t t t t  
X t t t t t  
t s t s s s  
t S t S t S  
t t t t t t  
t S S f S S  
S S t X S S  
t S t S S X  
t S X S S S  
S S S S t t  
S t t S t S  
S t t t t t  
t t t t t t  
t S S S t S  
S S t S f S  





















S t t S  *** 
t t t t t  
S t t t t  
XSSSS 
















S X t t t S  
S S S t S t  
* S t * * *  
S S S t t S  
S t t f S t  
X S t S S t  
S S S S t S  
t t t t t t  
S S t t X S  
S t S X S t  
S t S S X t  
f S S S X t  
SStCStS 
t t t t t t  
S t t X t S  
t t t t t t  
t t t t t t  
S S t t t S  
t t t t t t  

























2 . 0  












































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
IDNGITUDE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (Dw3) 
Box SIZE Lxw (rn) 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 




TRDP TEMP IK) 
CIxxlD (%) 


















































B / 2  w 
B / 2  Bp 
B / 2  Bp 
?s/2 Bp 
B / 2  Bk 
is/2 Bk 
B / 2  Bp 
is/2 Bp 
is/2 Bp 
B / 2  Bp 
B / 2  Bk 
B / 2  Bb 
is/2 BA 




B / 2  BA 
w 2  BA 
s / 2  BA 
J B A  
J B A  
J B A  
J B A  
J B A  
J B A  




N D 1  
N D 2  
m 3  
N D 4  
v D 5  
v D 6  
v D 7  
U D 8  












m 1  
m 2  
m 3  
m 4  
m 1  
m 2  
































































15 TO OCI', 15 











































































S t S S  
SSS 
% S t % %  
SSSSS 
S S t t f  
























S f X t S S  
t t S S t t  




S t t S S X  
SSSSSS 
231.09 
S t t S t t  
* % S t % %  













90 0 00 
518x293 







t t X  
S t % % %  
S S t t S  
SSSSS 

























% % S t % %  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S S S t t  
SSXSSS 
t t tSSCS 
S t S S S t  
231.56 
S S t t t X  
SSSSSS 





















S f t S  
*%% 
SSSSb 
S S S t S  
S S S t S  



















t S S S S S  
XSLSSSS 
S t t t S S  
S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 
% % % S t %  
% % % % S t  
S t t S S t  
SSSSSS 
t t t t t S  
SSSSSS 
S t t t S X  












TABLE 1.  OONTINugD 
o(;T. 15 To 0C;T. 15 
DAY:HOUR:MIN 15 : 19 : 56 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 9 
LATITUDE (DE N) 40.59 
UNGITUDE (DEC W) 87.26 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 59.18 
Box SIZE Lxw (rn) 250x293 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCZ 0.09 
SURFACE ALT (M) 212. 
SURFACE T B P  (K) 290.0 
SURFACE FSES (MB) 1000 0 
TROPPRES MB) 246. 
318. 
35. CIIXR) COVER ( X )  
CIDUDALT (MB) 850.0 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (m) 
SURFACE-7OOMB 9.0  
70OMB-50OMB 2 . 0  
5OOMB-3OOMB 1 .o 
280.4 
85OMB-7 O W  269.9 
70OMB-50OMB 259.0 
50oMB-40OMB 246.3 















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 227.52 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 221.89 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 221.11 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 228.31 
HIRS/2BAND 5 243.75 
HIRS/BBAM) 6 252.78 
H I R S / B B A N D  7 267.47 
HIRS/2BAND 8 289.58 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 262.45 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 282.23 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 254.16 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 242.77 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 271.02 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 259.84 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 242.53 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 259.48 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 236.17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 293.23 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 295.66 
HIRS/Z BAND 20 2017.81 em B A N D 1  267.86 mu BAND2 248.09 
Mml BAND3 228.05 
MmJ BAND4 217.61 
S W  BAND 1 226.39 
ssu BAND 2 234.86 ssu BAND3 241.64 















X t S t S  
9.0 






























































3 .0  
1 .o 
281.5 

























































9 .0  










































































































LATITUDE (DEG N) 
Ix3NcITUDE (DEC W) 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE "BIP (K) 
SURFACE PRES (rn) 
TRDPPRES MB) 
TRDP 'I" IK) 
OmNE (DOBSON) 
CLXWD - ( X I  



















BLAcKBoIlY "B¶P ( K )  
H I R S / Z B A N D  1 
H I R S / Z B A N D  2 
H I R S / B B A N D  3 
HI€?S/BBAND 4 
HIRS/BBAND 5 
HIRW2 BAND 6 
H I R S / Z B A N D  7 
HIRS/ZBAND 8 
HIRS/PBAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/Z BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HlRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu BAND1 mu BAND2 
mu BAND3 









t t t t S  
250x293 






S S t t  
SSS 
S S t S S  
t S S t f  




















S S S t S t  
% * t X t t  
t S f S S t S  





S t S t S t  
SSSSXS 
%%%S%% 
t t S S t S  
S S S X t t  
S t S X t S  
%%%%%% 
%%%%%% 














% S t % *  
250x293 






t X t X  
%%% 
S S t t S  




























% S t % % %  
S S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
t S S S t S  
SSSSXS 
S t S S t S  

















92 . 23 








S t % %  
SSS 
S S X t S  
% S t % %  



















S f S S t S  
S S S S S t  
S S S t t t  
t t t t S S  
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
% % S f % %  
SSSSSS 
t X S S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S t S S  
SSSSSS 
%%.St%% 
% S t % % *  
t S S t S t  
t t t t S t  
%%%%%% 




















S S t t  
t S S  
%et%%% 
S t S S S  
t t t t S  
















S t t t S S  
SSSSSS 
S X S t t S  
t t S S t S  
SSSSSS 
S t S S S S  
SSLSSSS 
SSSSSS 




S t X t S S  
SSSSLSS 
% S t % % %  
StStStS 
SSSCSSS 
% % % % t S  















S S S S f  
518x293 







S S f  
S f S t t  
S S S t S  

















S S S S S t  
SSSXXS 
S S X S t t  
S t t S S f  
S t t t t S  
X t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
t t t f S *  
t S t S X S  
SSSSSS 
S S S t f f  
t % t S * t  
% S t % % %  
S S S t S f  
S S t S t S  
%St%%% 
SSSSSS 
S S S S t f  









TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
CKT. 16 TOW. 16 
DAY:H(XIR:MIN 16: 9:58 
m 10 
SAWITE No 9 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 47 17 
KNGITUDE (DEGW) 91.29 
SOLARZENITH (DE) 90.00 
Box SIZE Ixw (KM) 250x293 
ReLATNE REI.zFx;TANcE SSSSS 
SURFACE ALT (M) 336. 
281.0 





















BLACKEDDY 'I" (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAM> 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
EXJ B A N D 1  
( K )  
I&u BAND2 mu BAND3 mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 



































































S t S  
























S S S t t S  





S S S t S t  
























































S t S S S t  
SSSSSS 























































































S S t  
SSSSS 
SSSSS 






















S t * * * *  
S S S S t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S S S S t  
SXSSSS 

















TABU 1. (=oNTINUED 
OCI'. 16 'IO OCT. 16 
I -  
I .  
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEC N) 
II)NGI'IUDE ( D E W )  
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE w (rn) 
RELATIVE R E F L E X W  
SURFACE ALT ( M )  
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TRoPHlEs MB) 















S t S  
S S S t t  CLXXIDALT (Mk)' 
PReCIPITABLE WATKR (m) 



























H I R S / B B A N D  8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 




Msu BAND4 ssu BAND1 ssu BAND2 
ssu BAND 3 





























































5 . 0  
1 . 0  
t S S t n  
S t t S S  
SSLSSS 

















































































S t t S t t  






S t t S S t  
SSSSSS 
S t S t t S  
SSSSSS 











































S t S t t S  
SSSSSS 
* % S f % *  
t S S S S t  
* * S t * *  




S S S X t t  
SSSSSS 
S t t S S S  



























S t S X  
























* * * % S t  





S S S t X S  
SSSSSS 
S i t S t t  
SSSSSS 
















LATITUDE (DEC N) 
IWGI'IUDE (DEW) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLElXANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 




CLXxlD COVER (%) 
CLlWDALT (MB) 
HLECIPITABLE WATER (I") 



























HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIILS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 mu B A N D 3  mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 








X S t S S  







* * S i  






















t S S t X S  





* t t * S S  
SSSSSS 
St%%%:$ 
S S S S t t  
%S%S%S 
SSSSSS 
S S S S t t  
%%%*%% 
% S : S t S S  
S i t t S S  
SSSSSS 






















t r t t  
S t S  
* S t % *  
S X t t S  



























% S t % * %  
*XSS*X 
S S f S S S  
S S S f S t  
t S S f  S t  
t S t S S S  
SSSLSSS 



























t S t t S  
SXSSS 




















S S t S S S  
SSSSSS 
SSXSSS 
S t X X X S  
SSSSSS 
SSXSSS 
S X t t S S  
S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
% % * S t %  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t t S S S  
XSSCSXS 















S S t S t  
518x293 







S t t  
S t % % %  
SSSSS 
S S S t S  






















S t t t S S  
S * t t S S  
SSSSSS 
S t S t S S  




S S S t S S  
SXSSSS 
S t S S t S  
SSLSSSS 










































S i * % * *  
SSSSSS 
S S S S t S  
S S t t S S  






S S t S t f  
SSSSSS 
S S t t t S  
SSSSSS 
S S S S t t  
S t S S S S  
SSXSSS 










DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SArnITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N )  
IX)NGITUDE ( D E  W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (XM) 
RELATIVE FEFLEtXM 
SURFACE ALT (M) 


























BLACKBODY 'I" (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/PBAND 3 






HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HlRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HlRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 
MW BAND4 ssu B A N D 1  
ssu BAND 2 ssu BAND3 



























































































































































































































t X t S S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
t S t S S S  
SSSSSS 





























































TABLE 1. OOER'IMW) 
OCl'. 16 To 03'. 17 
DAY:HOUR:MIN 16: 22: 48 
MD" 10 
SATELLITE No 6 
LATITUDE (DM3 N) 45.11 
IDNGITVDE (DEOW) 86.52 
SOLARZENITH (DE) * * * S t  
Box SIZE Lxw (rn) 250x293 
RELATIVE REFLecTANcE S t * * *  
SURFACE ALT (M) 175. 
SURFACE "BW (K) 278.0 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 1000 
TROPPRES MB) 230. 
TI#IPTlW K) 220.9 
t S t S  
SSS 
OZONE (DOBSON) 
(ZLmJD COVER ( X I  
CJXUDALT (MB) * * * S f  
PRECIPITABLE WATER (m) 
SURI?ACE-'IOOMB SSSSS 
700MB-50oMB * S t * *  


















BLACKBODY TPMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 SSXSSS 
HIRS/2BAND 2 SSSSSS 
HIl?S/ZBAND 3 SXSSSS 
HIRS/BBAND 4 SSSSSS 
HlRS/2BAND 5 X S S t t S  
HIRS/BBAND 6 t * S S S *  
HIRS/2BAND 7 SSSSSS 
HlRS/2BAND 8 XSSSSS 
HIRS/2BAND 9 S S S S t S  
HIRS/2 BAND 10 S S S t t S  
HIRS/2 BAND 11 % t S t t S  
HIRS/2 BAND 12 S S S f t X  
HIRS/2 BAND 13 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 S t S t S S  
H m / 2  BAND 15 SS%%S% 
HlRS/2 BAND 16 S * S t S *  
HIRS/2 BAND 17 S S S t S S  
HIRS/2 BAND 18 * S t * * *  
HIRS/2 BAND 19 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 S t t  SSSS 
mu B A N D 1  240.70 mu BAND2 249.14 
mu B A N D 3  226.55 
mu BAND4 215.97 
ssu BAND 1 224.72 



















5 18x29 3 















* * * S t  
S t S X S  
518x293 









S S f  
SSSSS 






























































S S S t t f  
SSSlrSS 
SSSCtSS 





S t S t S S  
SXSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
S S X X t S  






















S t S t t S  
S t S S t t  
SXSSSS 

















TABLE 1. OOKTINUED 
(E". 17 To OCT. 17 
, 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 17: 0:28 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 6 
45.85 
93.65 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) * * * S t  
Box SIZE k W  (XM) 309x293 
SURFACE Hzes (ME) 
TROPPRES (MB) 
TRDP TBMP (K) 
OZONE (-1 
CIXWD mvER ( X )  
CLCUDALT (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (MI) 

















BLACKBODY lD lP  (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 








HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HlRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIB/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu BAND1 mu BAND2 
mu BAND3 
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 ssu BAND3 
TEMPER4'XUR.E (K) 
85OMl3-7ooMB 
n m / 2  BAND 17 


























* * S f * *  
****%* 
* * * S t %  
%***** ****** ****** 
***%** 
*%%*%* 
% * S t % *  
t***** 
S t * * * *  
* % % S t %  
% * * S t *  
S t * * % *  
* * * % S t  
* * * % S t  
t S * * * S  
* * S t * *  
* % S t * * ) :  













S t * % *  
309x293 









* S t % %  ***** 


















% * * S t *  
%tt*t* 
* % S t % %  
*****% ****** 
**ssxs ****** 
* * * S t *  
**%*** ****** 
* S t % * *  
* % S f * *  
**%*** 
S t t S S s  
% * S t * *  
* * % S t *  



























* * * S t  
****% 
* * * S f  
i * s s *  
* * * S t  
%***% 

















































SSSX *** ***** 
S t * * *  




















* * S t * %  
* * S t % *  
* * * * S t  
* * * * S t  
*ti*** 
* S f * % *  
% * * S t *  





t t S S * *  
ti**** 






































































TABm 1. CONTINUED 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATBLLIrn No 
LATI'KJDE (DEG N) 
UNGITUDE (DEOW) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Ixw (rn) 
RELATIVE RGFLEI;TANcE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURFAa PFUB (MB) 
TROPPRES (MB) 
TROP TEW (K) - (DOBSON) 


















5MB-2MB m- 1ME 
1MB-0.4MB 
BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 






HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BMID 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/Z BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 ssu BAND3 































































17 To OCl'. 













X X t S  
SSS 



















S S t S t S  
SSSSXS 
S t t S S S  
% % % S t *  
*:sSSSS 
S S S S t S  
SSSSSS 
S X S S t S  
S S t f t S  
S S t t S S  
S S t X S t  
S X S X S S  
%****% 
S t S t S S  
SSSSXS 
% % S t * %  
S t % % * %  
% % % S t %  
S t S S t S  















% S t % %  
250x293 






S S t S  
S t t  
S S S t S  
* S X S *  
t S S S S  
















S t % * * %  
X S t t S t  
S S S S f t  
t f S S S S  
SSSXSS 








t S S X t S  


















* S t % %  
250x293 




























t % S * t *  
S t t S t S  
SSSSSS 
S S t f  S t  
% S t * % %  
SXSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S t t S S  
%%*%%% 
t % X % % t  
XSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S t t S  
S t S S X S  
S S t t t S  
S f t S t S  
% % % S t %  












































S f S t S X  
SSSXSS 
X S t S S t  
S S S f t S  
S t t X X t  
S t S S t X  
S X S S t t  
S S t t S S  
S t t t S S  
S t S S t X  
S t S t S S  
S S S S S S  
S S S t S t  













TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY :HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELtITE NO 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
W I ? U D E  (DEC W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (E) 
Bcul SIZE ww (EM) 
RELATIVE REFLECTANa 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE T%Mp (K) 
SURFACEPRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 







85 OMB- 7 OOMB 
7OOMB-5OOMB 
5OOMB-4OOMB 











BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2BAM> 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/BBAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIF?S/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
H=/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
TROP TEMP IK) 
TBvPEfUlWRE (K) 
HIIS12 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIF8/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 mu BAND3 
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 ssu B A N D 3  
OCT, 17 TO OCT. 












S t X S  
SSS 


























t S S S S X  
SSSSSS 
S t t t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S f  SSSX 
S S S t S S  
S S S S S t  
S t S S t t  
S t t S S t  
S t S t S S  
























* *S  
SSSSS 
S t S X t  
SSSSX 


















S S t S t S  
S S S S t t  
*%$*** 
S X t S S S  




S S S S t t  
SSSSXS 
S S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S X t  
SSSSSS 
S t S t t S  
S t S S S t  
X t S S t S  














































S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
S f S S S t  
S S t S S X  
S t S S t X  
S t S S S S  
SSSXSS 
SSSSSS 
S f S S t S  
SSSXSS 





X S S S t t  
SSSSSS 

































































































































DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
Lx3NGITUDE ( D E  W) 
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE FEFLEXANCE 
SURFACE ALT (MI 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURFACE PRES (ME3) 
TRDPPRES MJ3) 
(YLONE (-1 
CUxlD COVER ( X )  
CLIXTDALT (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATW (m) 




















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 







HlR!3/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 RAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2  BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 




Msu BAND4 ssu BAND1 ssu BAND2 ssu BAND3 
om. 
17: 19: 35 
10 
9 














3 .0  




























































































































2 .0  



























































9 .0  

























































t s s t  
tss 
% * S t %  
t s t t s  

















S t S t t t  
* s t * * *  
tsSttS 
t s s s s s  
ssssss 
t t S S t S  
t S f S X S  
S * * * f %  
%*%%%% 
t*t*** 
S S S f S X  
%%%%*% 














t * * t s X  , 
TABLE 1. OONTINUED 




LATITUDE (DEE N) 
KNGIIUDE. ( D E  W) 
SOLARZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE m A N C E  
SURFACE ALT (M) 
S"Am Tazp ( K )  
SURFACE HZES (MB) 
TROPFRES MB) 
TROP Tazp [K) 
OZONE (DOBSON) 
cmuD - ( X I  
CLCUDALT (MB) 




















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 






HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 




ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 







































S S S t S S  





























































































S t S t S  
309x293 







S X t S S  

































f t S t S S  
S S t S t S  
SSSSSS 























S t t  
SSSSS 





























S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 















TABLE 1 ,  a"INuBD 
OCT. 18 'ID o[;T. 18 
DAY:H(XIR:MIN 18: 0: 4 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 6 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 46.10 
LI3NGI1vDE (DEGW) 91.30 
SOLARZENITH (DEG) SSSSS 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 309x293 
RELATIVE REFLEKTANCE SSSSS 
SURFACE ALT (M) 335. 
SURFACE "EMF' (K) 278.0 
SURFACEPRES (MB) 950. 
r n P P R E s  (MB) 192. 
"ROP "EMF' (K) 215.4 
OZONE  DOBSON) SSSS 
CLOUD COVER (%) SSS 
CLXXID ALT (MB) S t i t %  
SURFACE-7OOMB SSSSS 
70OMB-50oMB SSSSS 
















PRECIPITABLE WATER (IN) 
TEMPEBATURE (K) 
BLACKBODY TIW (K) 
HIRS/2BAND 1 *S*S%S 
HIRS/2BAND 2 S t t S t S  
HIILS/2 BAND 3 SSSSSS 
H I R S / Z B A N D  4 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2BAND 5 S t S S S t  
HIRS/BBAND 6 S S S S S t  
H I R S / B B A N D  7 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2BAND 9 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 X S S S t S  
HIRS/2 BAND 11 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 S S S t t t  
HIRS/2 BAND 13 XSSXSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 *SSSS* 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 XSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 SSSSSSS 
Msu BAND1 253.58 mu BAND2 250.66 
Msu BAND3 225.03 
Msu BAND4 213.50 ssu BAND1 223.14 ssu BAND2 232.09 
ssu BAND 3 240.14 







46.55 46.98 42.47 
87.76 89.92 86.75 
* S t * * '  90.00 90 0 00 
309x293 250x293 250x293 
* * % S i  SSSSS * S t * *  
327. 269. 147 
272.0 280.0 284.0 
950. 1000 0 1000. 
203. 197. 197 
216.8 212.7 215.7 
t S * *  290. 288. 
XSS 66. 60. 
SSSSS 700.0 727.5 
SSSSS 14.0 13.0 
* S t * *  3 .0  3 .0  
















S S S t S  f ****** 
SSSSSS 





S S S t S S  
SSSSSS 






















































































































4 .0  
1 .o 
SSSXS 
S t t S S  
SSSSS 
SSSSS 
S t S S t  
S t S t S  





































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
OCI'. 18TOocT. 18 













* S t * *  





























S t S X  
til: 
SSSSS 
LATITUDE (DEG N )  
I.DNGI?UDE (DEC W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
RELATIVE REFLEC3ANC-Z 
SURFACE ALT (M) 




OUD COVER ( X )  
CLXWD ALT (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (M) 
Box SIZE Lxw (rn) 
TROP TmP IK) 
suRFAGE-700MB 
7 OOMB-500MB 
5 OOMB- 300MB 
suRFAcE-850MB 
85OMB-70- 




200MI3- 1 o w  
lOoMB-7oMB 
7 m - 5 m  



















































































































BLACKX)DY "WP (K) 






















S S t t t S  
SSSSSS 















S S S S t t  
















































S t S S t t  
SXSSSS 
S S S S t t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
X t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 









HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2EAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
H-rrtS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  mu BAND 2 
mu B A N D 3  
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 

































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
OCl'. 18 To 18 
DAY : H(xIR: MIN 
Mc" 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
UINGI'NDE (DEC W) 
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLM;TANcE 
SURFACE ALT ( M )  
SURFACE l" (K) 
SURFACE HZES (MB) 
TI#IPPRFs MB) 
= (-1 
CIIXID COVER (%) 
CLXxlDALT (MB) 
PIZECIPITABLZ WATER (PPI) 



















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/PBAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2BAND 4 





HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRW2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
M3.J BAND2 
mu BAND3 
Msu B A N D 4  
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
SSU B A N D 3  
TDiPEki'I'URE (K) 





t S S S S  
309x293 




























S t S t S S  
S S t S S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSX 




S S S t S S  
S f S S S t  
SSSSSS 
S t S S S S  
t S t S S S  
S t S S S S  
t S S S S X  
t S t t t t  
t t S S t S  
t t S t S t  







































































































































































































































DAY: HOUR : MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N )  
IXINCITUDE (DEG W) 
sowt ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (rn) 




















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIEV2BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 





HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  mu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 
mu BAND4 ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 















































































S S S t t  
SSSSS 


















S t % % % *  
SSSSSS 
% * % S i *  
SXS%:X% 












































































































S S X t S f  




S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 























% * S t %  
5 1 8x29 3 





















f X S t S t  
* t S * * t  
S S X S X t  
t * t S S S  
$%%%%* 
SSSSSS 
S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 










S S S t S S  









TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
0C;T. 18 To 0C;T. 19 
DAY:HOUR:MIN 18: 23: 40 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 6 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 46.32 
LDNGI'IUDE (DEG W) 88.42 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) % S t % %  
Box SIZE L?cw (KM) 5 18x293 
RELATIVE REFLw;TANcE % S t % %  
SURFACE ALT (M) 385. 
SURFACE "E+P (K) 273.0 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 950. 
TROPFms MB) 197. 
TRoPTIPlP K) 212.7 
S t S S  
t t S  
OZONE (DOBSON) 
CmUD COVER (%) 
CmUD ALT (MI31 S t S S S  
PRECIPITAELE WATER (Wl) 
SURFACX-7OOMB S t S t t  
7 OOMB-5OOMB SSSSX 
5OOMB-3OOMB SSSXS 
SURF'ACE-85oMB 282.9 
85OMB- 7 OOMB 277.8 















BLACKBODY '"DIP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 S t S S f S  
HIRS/2 BAND 2 SSSXSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2BAND 4 SSSSXS 
HIRS/ZBAND 5 tf XXSS 
HlRS/BBAND 6 t S S t t S  
HIRS/ZBAND 7 S t X S S t  
HIRS/2BAND 8 % % % % * %  
HIRS/2BAND 9 $%%%$* 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 t S S X % %  
HIRS/2 BAND 14 t t S S S 1 :  
HIRS/2 BAND 15 % % % % S t  
HIRS/2 BAND 16 SSt tStS  
HIRS/2 BAND 17 SSSSSX 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 SSSSSX 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 SSSSSSS 
Msu B A N D 1  245.80 
Msu BAND2 251.03 mu B A N D 3  224.22 m BAND4 213.78 
ssu BAND 1 221.83 





























































X t t S S  
% S t % %  
% % % S t  
S S f t S  
I t%%% 

















































































































S S t S f S  
S t S S t S  
SSSSSX 
S S t t S S  





S X S S t f  




















S S S f  f S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S f S  
t t t S S S  
229.13 
SXSSSX 
% S t % % %  
























TABLE 1. OONTINUED 
ax. 1 9 m m .  19 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 




















S X S t  
S S t  
SXSSS 































* S t * *  
LATIME (D G N )  45.20 
LX)EIGI'IUDE ( D E  W )  86.53 








t t t  
* * * S t  
BOX SIZE LXW im. 250x293 
FELATrvE REFLIkThCE * * * S t  
SURFACE ALT (M) 203. 
277.0 
SSSSS 
* S t * *  
















































BLACKBODY 'I" (K 
HIRS/2BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 




HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HlRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/Z BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HJRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 ssu B A N D 3  


























S S S t t X  






S S S S t S  
S S t t t t  













































S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S S i S S  
S S S S t S  
S f S t S S  























































TABLE 1. OOKTINUED 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
IY3" 
SATELLITE NO 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
UNGITUDE (DEGW) 
SaAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE llEMp (K) 
Cl.LXJD ALT (ME31 




















BLACKBODY TDP (K) 








HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIELS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIFtS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 RAND 18 
H m / 2  BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu BAND1 
mu BAND2 
mu BAND3 mu BAND4 ssu' RAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 















t t t t  
t t t  
ttttt 
t X S S S  
S S S t S  
















t S t t f S  
SSSSSS 
S t S t S S  
t t S S S S  
tttttlr 
t t t t t t  
tLSSXSS 
X S S t S S  
t t t t t t  
t S S S S S  
S S X t t t  
t t t t t t  
t t S t L S 1 :  
t S S S S S  
t S S S S S  
* % % % S t  
t t t t S S  
S X S t S t  
t S S t S S  





















































































































































4 .0  


























































t t t t t  
14.0 













































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
om. 1 9 m m .  19 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 19: 20: 55 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 9 
LATIWE (DEG N) 42.37 
WNGIIUDE (DECW) 88.64 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEE) 69.02 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 5 18x293 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 0.17 
SURFACE ALT (M) 225. 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 289.0 
SURFACEFRES (MB) 1000. 
TRoPHtFs MB) 197. 




C m U D  COVER (%) 
ALT (MB) 850.0 
suRFAcE-700MB 9.0 
70OMB-50oMB 1 .o 
500MB-30OMB 1 .o 
suRFAcE-850MB 283.4 
8 5OMB- 7 OOMB 277.1 














PRECIPITABLE WATER (m) 
TPMPERATURE (K) 
BLACKBODY TEMP ( K )  
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2BAND 5 
HIRS/BBAM) 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
H W / 2  BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
'mu BAND3 
mu BAND4 ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 











































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. coN1INURD 
DAY : H(WR:MIN 
MONTH 
SAm1m No 
LATITUDE (D&G N) 
LONGITUDE (DEGW) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEE) 
Box SIZE Iixw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLM;TANcE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE 'IWP. (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TRDPPRES MB) 
TEEOP'I" I K) 
(4zoNE (DOBSON) 
CLXKlD COVER (%) 
CLXKIDALT (MB) 
FBEEIPITABLE WATER (m) 
SURFACE-700MB 

















BLACKBODY TEMP ( K )  
HIRS/2 BAND 1 






HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 RAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu BAND1 
mu BAND2 mu BAND3 mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 ssu BAND3 
~~ (K) 
om. 





S t S t S  
518x293 










* S t * *  






















S S t S t S  
St****  *$**** 
SSSSXX 
S t S t S S  
S S f S t S  
S t t S S S  
S L t S t S S  






























X t S f S  





















* * * S t *  
S t S S S S  
SSSSSLS 
X S S t S S  
SSSSSS 































































S S S S t S  
SSXSSS 












239 . 22 229.81 









































S S t t t S  
SSSSSX 
S t S X S S  
S t S t t S  
SSSSSS 





S S t S S t  
SSCSStS 






















5 .  
850.0 
12.0 














































TABLB 1. a" INUED 
ax. 2 0 T o m .  20 
DAY : HOUR : MIN 
Mc" 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N)  
LONGITUDE (DEGW) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 









































































































































SURFACE ALT (M) 
3. 
700.0 -ALT (k)' 



















BLACKBODY TEElp (K) 
HIRS/BBAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIftS/2BAND 3 
HIRS/BBAND 4 
HIRS/2 ]BAND 5 
HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 




































































































SSSSSS HIRs/2 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 





mu B A N D 1  
Iwu BAND2 mu ]BAND3 


















DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
S A r n I T E  No 
LATITUDE (DE N) 
UMCITUDE (DEE W) 
SOLAR 2ENIlh-l (DEG) 
Box SIn3 Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TIP@ (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TRDPPRES MB) 
TROP'I" I K) 
OZONE (-1 
CIXWD COVER (%) 
CUxlDALT (MB) 







S S S S t  
250x293 






S t t X  
*%% 





























HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 RAND 12 
HIRS/2 B4ND 13 
HIRS/P BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS12 BAND 16 
HlRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
rmu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 
mu BAND3 mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 ssu BAND3 
TEWERAlUE (K) 
S S S S t  
S S X t S  
















t t t t t S  
SXSXSS 
S S S t t S  
X S S f t S  
SSSXSS 
S t S S S t  
SX*SSS 
S t t t S S  
S S t S X f  
SSSSSS 
S S t S t S  
SSSSSS 
S t t S f S  
SSSSSS 
S t X S t S  
S S f t S S  
SCSSSSS 
SXSSSS 
X t S X S t  






















S t X t  
SSS 
S t t S S  
SSSSS 
SSSSX 

















S t S S t t  
S t S X S t  
S S S l t t  
X t S t t t  
SSSSXS 
S S f S S t  
%%%%:St 


































t f f  



















S X t S t S  
XSSLSSS 
S t t S S t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
t t t t t S  
S t t S S S  
SSSXSS 






% % % S t %  
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S S t f  
S S t t S S  













S S S S t  
518x293 






S t % %  























S S t t t S  
SLSStfS 
S S S t t S  
SSSXSS 
SSSXSS 
% % % % S t  
S S t t S S  






t S S S S S  
S t t t S S  















5 18x29 3 






S t % %  
SXS 
S S t t S  
SXSSS 
S S S t f  
















S S t S S t  
S t S t S S  
S f S t X S  
S t S t S t  
S S f f t S  
SSSSSX 
SSSSXS 
S t S t t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S S t  
S t t S S t  
SSSSSS 
S t % % % %  
t t t t S S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S t S  
S t t S S S  
S t t t t S  








TABLE 1. mINUED 
ax. 20 m m. 20 
DAY: HOUR: MIN 20: 13: 10 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 6 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 41.41 
UBJGITUDE (DEG W) 93.51 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) S t S S S  
Box SIZE IXw (KM) 518x293 
RELATIVE REE%ECI'ANCE S S t S S  
SURFACE ALT (M) 285. 
SURFACE l" (K) 289.0 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 1000. 
TROPHtEs MB) 197. 
TE#IPl" K) 211.6 
SSSS cxmE (DOBSON) 
CrXxID COVER ( X )  S S t  
CLDUD ALT (MB) SSSSS 
FWCIPITABLE WATER (m) 
suRFAcE-700MB t%**% 
70OMB-50OMB S t t S S  
50OMB-300MB S t * * *  
suRFAcB-850MB 284.4 
8 5 OMB- 7 OOMB 278.4 















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2BAND 1 S t S S S t  
HIRS/2BAND 2 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 S X * S t S  
HIRS/PBAND 4 S t S S X t  
HIRS/2 BAND 5 S t S S t S  
HIRS/2BAND 6 X X S S X S  
HIRS/2 BAND 7 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 S S S S t t  
HIRS/2 BAND 10 S t S S t S  
HIRS/2 BAND 11 S t t t S S  
HIRS/2 BAND 12 SSSLSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 S f S S t S  
HIRS/2 BAND 14 SSSSSS 
H W / 2  BAND 15 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 SSSXSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 * S t * * %  
HIRS/2 BAND 19 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 SSSSSSS 
Msu B A N D 1  269.25 mu BAND2 250.88 
W U  BAND3 223.84 mu BAND4 213.20 
ssu BAND 1 221.63 ssu BAND2 231.17 ssu B A M ) 3  239.53 


















































































































































































































































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY : H0UR:MIN 
lm" 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
WNCITUDE (DECW) 
SOLAR ZENIh (DEb) 
Box SIZE L X W  (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLEl'AN(33 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE (K) 
SURFACE PRES (a) 
OZONE (-1 








n l " R E  (K) 














HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2BAND 4 





HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2  BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BANTI 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 mu B A N D 3  
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 ssu B A N D 3  
aT. 20 mom. 





















































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. OONTINUED 
om. 2 0 m m .  21 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 20 : 22 : 51 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 6 
LATITUDE (DEG N )  43.55 
ILNGITUDE ( D E W )  86.53 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) SSSSX 
Box SIZE L?M (XM) 309x293 
RELATIVE REFLECXANCE t t t m  
SURFACE ALT (M) 197. 
SURFACE 'I" (K) 279.0 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 1000. 
r n P H t E S  MB) 197. 
TR0P"DIP K) 214.8 
SSSS 
S t S  
OZONE (-1 
CLXXJD OVER (%) 
0ALT (MB) S t S S t  
PRECIPITABLE WATER (m) 
SURF'ACE-7OOMB * S t * $  
7 OOMB-5OOMB X t S S S  
I 
















21: 9: 4 
10 















































3 . 0  
11 .o 













3 .0  

































BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 








HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAM) 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 
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LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
KNGIIUDE (DEG W) 
r n P p R e s  rm) 
"H3P'IW.P I K) 
O Z m E  (-) 
CLXKlD mVER ( % I  





























HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRW2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 
-= (K) 
om. 21 mom. 

























































































































239 0 52 
21 





S S t S S  
250x293 
































S S t t S S  
S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S t t  
SSttSSS 






S t t t S t  
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SSSSSS 










































S t S X X S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S S S  




















































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 




LATI'IUDE ( D E  N) 
IDNGI'IUDE (DEGW) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE LXw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE T" (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TRoPHtEs MB) 
TR0P"EMF' I K) 
o= 
CLXXJD COVER ( X )  
CLCUD ALT (MB) 



















BLACKBODY "EMF' (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HTTZS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 mu BAND3 
Msu BAND4 ssu BAND1 ssu BAND2 ssu BAND3 
m ' l l J R E  (K) 














S t S  
SSSSS 
S t S t t  
S t t S S  



















% % % % S t  
S S t S S t  
SSSSSS 
S S t S t S  




S t S t S t  
S S S t S t  
SSSSSS 
S S S S S t  
SLSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S t S S t  
SSSSSX 





















X S S f  
S S f  
S S X X t  
SSSSS 
% % S t *  
















% % % % S f  
SSSSSS 
X S S S t t  
SSXSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t X t t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
X X S t t f  






S t S S X S  
SSSSSS 
*%%%%% 
% % S t % *  






















t X t  
SSSSS 
S f S t S  
SSSSS 


















S S S t t S  
SSSSXS 
S t t t t X  
SSXSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S t f S S  
S X f S t S  
SSSSSS 




S S t S S t  
SSSSSS 
S S t S S t  























S S S f  
SSS 
S f % % %  
SXSXX 

















S t S f S S  
S t S t t S  
S t X f S S  
S t S S S S  
f t S S t S  
SSSSSS 


























S X t f S  
309x293 






S S t S  
SSS 
SSSSS 
X S S t S  

















S t S S S S  
SSSSSS 
t % S t S f  
S t S S S t  
% * S f % *  
S t S S t S  
% S t % % %  
SXSSSX 
% S t % % %  
SSSSXS 
SSSSSS 
S X S S t f  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
% % % % S t  
SSSSXS 
SSSSSS 
S S S t X S  
S t X S S S  









TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
om. 21 TOOCT. 21 
DAY: HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLIITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
LBNGITUDE (DW W) 
SOLARZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE L?Cw (KM) 
RELATIVE FtEFLEXANCE 
SURFACE ALT ( M )  
SURFACE 'I" (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TROPHEES MEi) - (-1
C I m D  m m  (%) 
CLDUDALT (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (M) 





















HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2BAND 5 
HIRS/BBAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/BBAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HrRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 





ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 ssu BAND3 

















3 .0  


























































* S t * *  
15.0 
3 .0  
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TABLE 1. CQNTINUgD 
om. 21 To om. 22 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
UNGIIVDE ( D E W )  
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZB Lxw (rn) 
RELATIVE REFLe(;TAN( 
SURF'ACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE (K)  
SURFACEPRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
TROP 'I" IK) 
OZONE (-1 
CmUD mm ( X )  



































21 : 20: 34 
10 













S S t t  
S t 8  
S t * * *  














* S t  
S S t t S  




























5 .  
850.0 
12.0 











































































































X B O D Y ~ T B P  (K)  









































































S S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
**%*.$$ 









t S S S X S  
S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
SXSSSS 





S S S f t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 















































: B / 2  BAND 8 
B/2BAND 9 
R!3/2 BAND 10 
m / 2  BAND 11 
:m/2  BAND 12 
RS/2 BAND 13 
=/2 BAND 14 
RS/2 BAND 15 
:RS/2 BAND 16 
XS/2 BAND 17 
3is/2 BAND 18 
m / 2  BAND 19 
m / 2  BAND 20 su BAND1 su BAND2 w BAND3 
su BAND4 






























TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
om. 22 To ax. 22 
DAY : HOUR : MIN 
Mo" 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
U3NGIl"DE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLE(;TAN( 
SURF- ALT (M) 
SURFACE TpMp (K) 
SURFACXPRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
TROPTEMp I K) 
OZONE (DOBSON) 
CIXWD OOVER ( X )  
W A L T  (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATW 




850MB- 7 OOMB 
7 OOMB- 500MB 
5 OOMB-4 OOMB 
4 0 0 ~ ~ -  300MB 
3OOMB-2OOMB 
200MB-100MB 





5MB-2Ml3 m- 1MB 
1MB-0.4MB 







HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2  BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND I3 
-'I'URE (K) 






























































































































S S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 












































S t t S S S  
S S t S t t  
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S S S  
S S t S t t  
SSXSSS 























S S f t S S  
SSSSSS 






S t S S S S  
SSSSSS 
S t X S X S  
S t t S S t  

































H I R s / Z  BAND 14 
HXRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 













om. 22 m m .  22 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 22:12:22 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 6 
LATITUDE (DE0 N )  40.66 
IBNGI'IUDE (DEGW) 87.77 
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  * S t * *  
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 518x293 
RELATIVE REFLE(;TANcE * % S f *  
SURFACE ALT ( M )  209. 
SURFACE "DIP ( K )  291.0 
SURFACEPRES (MB) 1000. 
TROPPRES MB) 181. 
TROP THW [K) 212.3 
SSSS 
t X S  
OZONE (DOBSON) 
C I m D  covw ( X )  
CLXxlDALT (MB) SSSSS 

















PRECIPITABLE WATER (M'4) 
TpMpERATuRE (K) 




























S t X  
SXSS* 






















































































S * S * t S  
SSSSSS 
S S S S S X  








t S S S S S S 
1MB-0.4MB 










RS/2 BAND 10 
m / 2  BAND 11 
m / 2  BAND I2 
3S/2 BAND 13 
RS/2 BAND 14 
XS/2 BAND 15 
XS/2 BAND 16 
RS/2 BAND 17 
RS/2 BAND 18 
m / 2  BAND 19 



































































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY : "R : MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N )  
SBNGI'IUDE ( D E W )  
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RGLATNE REFLM;TANcE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TDfP (K) 
SURFACE H26s (MB) 
TROPHtEs (ME31 
TROP TBfP (K) 
70OMB-50oMB 
50OMB-30OMB 
TPMpERe'I'URE ( K )  
SURFACE-85OMB 
8 5 OMB- 70oMB 













BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/ZBAND 2 






HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HlRS/2 BAND 13 
H m / 2  BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HlRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 ssu BAND3 
m. 
















S t t S S  
S t S t S  



















S t t S t S  




S t f S X S  
S t S S S S  
S t S S S S  




% % S t % %  
236.73 
SSSSSS 









22 rn om. 
















S t S S S  
S S S S t  




















$ % % S t %  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S X X t t S  
SSSSSS 
ti%$** 




S t t S S S  



































































































































































































227 a 20 
TABLE 1. CQNTINUED 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
L13NcI'IUDE ( D E W )  
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 




CLIXTD COVER ( 9 5 )  
CLxxID ALT (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATER rMI1 
Box SIZE L4xw (KM) 











































HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 
Msu m 4  ssu B A N D 1  
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND3 
m. 













S t S  
SSSSS 
. .  
SSSSS 
SLSSXS 

















t S % * S S  
% * % * S t  
% S t * % %  
S t t t S S  
S t t S S S  
% S t * * %  
SSSSSS 
* * S t % *  
SSSSSS 






S t S t S S  










22 To ax. 





* * S t *  
250x293 



























X X S f S t  
S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSXSSS 













S S t S X t  
SSSSSS 
























S t S  
****% 
% * S t %  
t S S S *  






















S S t t S S  
S S t S S t  
SSSSSS 
SXXSSS 
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
SS S S f t  
SSSSSS 
S S S t S t  
S f S S t t  
SSSXSS 
S S S X t t  
S t S S t S  



















































% : t t X f S  























































S S S t t S  
S S t S S t  
S t S S S t  
SSSS%.s 
S f S S t S  

















TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY: HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
LDNGITUDE ( D E  W) 
SOWE ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE h c w  (KM) 
RELATIVE REFJXCTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TRW (K) 
cLx)uDALT (MB) 











1 OOMB- 70MB 
7OMB-50MB 
50MB-3OMB 





BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/BBAND 3 




HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAM> 10 
HIRS/2 FUND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAM> 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND I9 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 
ssu BAND 3 

















































t t % X t X  












t t m t a  
















* % % % %  























S t X S t S  
S t X t t S  
S t S t t S  
SSXXSS 




S t t S S S  
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
231.33 
S S S t S t  




















































































S t S S  
t t S  
SSSSS 
S t S S S  



























S t t S f S  







X t S t S S  





















* S t %  
S t S  
SSSSS 


















S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S t t X  





S S t S t S  
S S t S t S  
SLSSSXS 
SSSSSS 
S t S t S S  
SXSSSS 
S t S S f S  
S t t t S S  
S S S S f t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSXS 
































* S f * *  





S i * * *  
309x293 























LATITUDE ( D E  N) 










SOLAR ZENITH (DE) Box SIZB i x w  ml) 
223. 
286.0 
1000. SURFACE PRES (ME) 
Tz#>PPREs MI31 
'lROP"DP I K) 
OZONE (DOBSON) 
CLXXID COVER (%) 
CLxxID ALT (ME) 



















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 





HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
m / 2  BAND 12 
HIRS/2 RAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  mu RAND2 
Msu BAND3 
mu BAND4 ssu BAND1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 

























































































S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
















































S t S S X S  
SSSSSS 
































































LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
IBNGI'IUDE ( D E  W) 
SOLAR ZENITH ( D X i )  
Box SIZE Ixw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE (K) 
SURFACE F'RES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
TROPTipMp I K) 
OZONE (DOBSON) 
m covw ( X )  
CLDUDALT (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (m) 
suRFAcE-700MB 


















BLACKBODY TEMP (K 




HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HTRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
wu BAND1 
mu BAND2 



















X t S t S  


























S t S X t S  
X S t S f S  

































3 .0  




















































































S S S t f S  
SSSSSX 
S S S S t t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S t f  
S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
t % t t t X  


























































































3 . 0  












































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
o(;T. 23'IDOCl'. 23 
DAY: HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
LONGITUDE ( D E W )  
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE FW?iXTAN[ 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE T D P  (K) 
SURFACEPRES (MB) 
TE#IPHtFs MB 
TROPTBP I k  I() 
OZONE (-1 
C I X X I D  OOVER (%) 











200MB- 1 OOMB 
10oMB-7OMB 







BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2BAM) 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
















216.2 **** *** 




















% * S t %  
309x293 






%*** *** ***** 


























t S S * *  
i*%** 
(W 




* * * S f  
* * * S f  ***** 





































































261.5 257.6 258.0 
****** ****** ****** 
* * S t * *  
* * S t * *  ****** ****** 
% * S t * *  
**SS%* 
* % * S f *  
S f * * * *  * ~ * * * *  
***%%% 
* * * S t *  
* * S t * *  
S t * * * %  
* * * S t *  
* * * S t *  















* * % S t *  ****** 
* S t * * *  ****** 
* % * S t *  
*S**XS ****** ****** 
* S t % * *  












* S t * % *  ****** 
* * * * S t  
* * % S f *  ****** ****** 
* * % * % %  
***s** 
* S t * * %  ****** ****** ****** 
**%*** 
ti%%%* 
* S t * % *  
* *%%**  
* * S t % %  
* S t * * *  
* % S f * *  
* S t % * * *  
HIRS>2&WD 6 
H l R S / Z B A N D  7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRs/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIR!3/2 BAND 11 
HlRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17  
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 






















TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY : "R : MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
LDNGITUDE (DEC W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
REIATIVE REFLEXXAKX 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURF'ACEPRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 








3 OOMB- 2 OOMB 
2ooMB-1ooMB 









BLACKBODYpTEMP ( K )  
HI€?S/2 BAND 1 






HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRSi2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu B A N D 2  
Msu BAND3 
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
















S S t  
t t t t t  
t S S S S  
S f X S t  




















S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S t S t S  
S t S t S S  
t S S S S S  
t S S S t S  
SSSSSS 
t S t t S t  
SSSSSS 
t t t t S S  
SSSSSS 
% % S t % %  
SSSSSS 

















































































































































% % S t  
%%% 
S t % % %  
SSSSS 
SSSSS 






















S t S S S t  




S S t t t f  





S t S t S S  
























S S t t S  
% % S t %  


















S S f S S t  
%%%%*% 
SSSSSS 
S t t S S t  
SSSSSS 





S t S S t t  




S t t S t f  
SCSSSSS 
% % % % S t  









TABLE 1. CObtI'INUED 
DAY : HUJR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
IDNGITUDE ( D E  W) 
SOLAR 2ZNITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE m A N C E  
SURFACE ALT (M)- 
SURFACE "P (K) 
SURFACEPRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
TROP 'I" [K) 
OZxE (-1 
CIXxlD COVER (%) 



















BLACKBODY T B P  (K) 








HIF?S/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
-- (K) 
85OMB-7OOMB 
HIRSi2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
rmJ BAND2 
rmJ B A N D 3  
mu BAND4 










































S t S S t S  
S S S S S t  
S S X t t S  
S t t f S S  
S t S f t S  
X t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSCSSS 













































S t X S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S f f S S  
S t * * * %  
* * S t * *  
SSSSSS 
* * t S S *  
SSSXSS 
SSSSSS 
* * * S t *  
S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S ~ S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S t t t S  
S t t t t S  
SSSSSS 
S t S t X S  
S S t S t S  
























S t $ * *  
* % $ S t  
SSSSS 

























































S t S  
SLSSSS 
S X S t S  
SSSSS 























S t * * * *  








* S t % * *  
SSSSSS 






















S t S S  
SSS 
S t t S S  
SSSSS 
SSSXS 

















* * * * S t  
SSSSSS 
























TABLE 1. aONI'INUED 
OCI'. 24 'IO (33'. 24 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 24:13:14 
MONTH 10 
SATELALSTR No 6 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 40.75 
LONGITUDE ( D E W )  91.69 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) *%*%* 
Box SIZE Lxw (XM) 250x293 
b T I V E  FtEFLhhICE S t t t t  
SURFACE ALT (M) 220. 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 291 .O 
SURFACE PRFS (MB) 1000. 
TEZ~OPPRES mj . 
TROP THW [ K )  - (DOBSON) 





















BLACKBODY TJ3P (K) 
HIRS/2BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
H I R S / B B A N D  3 
HIRS/2BAND 4 
H I R S / P B A N D  5 
HIRS/2BAND 6 
HIRS/2BAND 7 
H I R S / Z B A N D  8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 rn BAND1 
mu BAND2 
mu BAND3 
mu BAND4 ssu BAND1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 
"HWEM'I'URE ( K )  
127. 
211.3 
t t t t  
*$*** 
t S S S f  
S t S S S  
















t t t  
t t t t t t  
t S S t S S  
t t t t t t  
t t t t t t  
t S S t X t  
t S t S S S  
t S S t S S  
t S S S S S  
t S t f S S  
t t S S S S  
t t t t t t  
t t t t t t  
t t S S S t  
t S S S t t  
t S S S S t  
t S S S t t  
t i t%%% 
t S t t S S  
s s s s t s  

























4 .0  



















































































































































































t t S S  
t S t  
* * * S t  
*%%**  
t t S S S  
















224.75 ZiS. 75 
217.36 
* * * S t %  
S S t S S t  
e t t t t r  
S X S t t S  
S S t S S S  
S t t t t t  
S S S S t S  
t S S S f S  
t S t t S S  
S X S S t X  
t*%t%t 
S t S t S t  
tttttt 
233.78 
S S t t t S  
t t t t t t  








TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
OCI'. 24 To WT. 24 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
IBNGI'KJDE ( D E  W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 


























S t t t S  
309x293 
S t t S S  


















S S t X t  
309x293 












SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURFACE FRES (MB) 
TmPpREs MB) 













H~GCIPITABLE WATER (m) 
suRFAcE-70OMB 
7 OOMB- 50oMB 
12.0 
2.0 










































S S S S S S  
S S S S S S  





S t t t S S  
SSSSSS 






























S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 









S X S t f X  
S S X t S S  
S S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
S t t S S S  
S S t S S f  
XSSSSS 
S t t t S X  





























S t S S S S  
S S t t t S  
SSSSSS 
SSXSSS 
S S S t S S  
* * % S t *  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 





t S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
SXSSXS 

















S S f S S S  
S S t S t S  
SSSSXS 
S * t S * S  
S*$***  
S X I t S X  
SSSSSS 






S S t S S t  
SSSSSS 
S S S S S t  
SSSSS? 
SSSSSS 























BLACKRODY 'I" (K) 




HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HI'RS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
rymr B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  
mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 

























TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY: HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N )  
U)NGITUDE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
ReLATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURF'ACE TEMP (K)  












2 0 m -  l o r n  








BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 




HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/BBAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12  
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
!vlsu B A N D 3  
Msu BAND4 ssu B A N D 1  
s s u - B A N D 2  















t S S X  
SSS 
S S S t S  
S X S t S  
S S t t S  
















t S S S S t  
S t % % % %  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
t X X f t S  
S S t t S S  
t S t t t S  
S t S S t S  
X S S S S S  
t S S S S S  
SSSSSS 
t S X S X S  
S S S S S S  
SSSSSS 
% % S t % %  
t t S S S S  
S X S X S S  
t S S f S S  














X X X t t  









t t t t t  
S S X S S  
S S S X X  

















t t S f S S  
S S S t S f  
S S t S t f  
S S t S t t  
t S t t t S  
SSSSSS 
S t S S t S  
S t t S t S  
t S S t t X  
S t t S t S  
t S S S t S  
t S S S t t  
t S S S t S  
S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 
t S t S S S  
S S S t t S  
S S S S S S  
























t t t  
S X t S S  
t X S S S  
SSSSS 



















S t t S S S  
S S f  f S t  
S t S S S S  
t S t f t S  
S t S S S S  
t f X S f S  
f t S f  S S  
S t t t t S  
t t S t S t  
S t S S S f  
t t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
t t S S S S  
229.58 
t t S S S S  
t t t t t f  



















































































S S t  
SSSSS 
S t S S S  
t S t S S  



















S S t t t S  
SSSSXS 
t t t t t S  
S S t t t t  
S S t S t S  
S f  S S t t  
t t S S S S  
S S t t X S  
% % % % % %  
t t S t S S  
S X t S S S  
S S S t t S  
t S S S S S  
227.30 
S t t t t S  
S S t S t t  








DAY: "R : MIN 25:lO: 3 
MONTH 10 
SATELCITE No 9 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 43.98 
IDNGI'IUDE (DEC W) 88.97 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 90.00 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 5 1 8x2 93 
ReLATIvEREFLEcrANcE % S t % %  
SURFACE ALT (M) 285. 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 288.0 
SURF'ACEPLZES (MB) 1000. 
TROPPRES MB) 149. 
TROPTEMP K) 211.5 
XSSS 
S X X  
OZONE (DOBSON) 
CLlWD COVER (%) 
CUND ALT (MB) SSSSS 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (m) 
SURFACE-700MB S S t t S  
7OOMB-50OMB S t t S S  
50OMB-30OMB X S X X S  
SURFACX-850MB 279.8 




































































m / 2  BAND 10 
m / 2  BAND 11 
IRs/2 BAND 12 
IRs/2 BAND 13 
IRS/2 BAND 14 
IRS/2 BAND 15 
IRs/2 BAND 16 
IRs/2 BAND 17 
IRS/2 BAND 18 
m / 2  BAND 19 
IRs/2 BAND 20 
Isu B A N D 1  
Isu BAND2 
5u BAND3 









t S S S f S  
%%%%%% 
SSSSSS 
t S S t t X  
S t t S S S  
S i t * % %  
SSStXSt 



























% % % %  
S t S  
S t t S X  






















S S f t S S  
SSSSSS 





S t t t t t  
S t t S t S  
SSSSSS 
SSXSSS 
S S S t S t  
230.98 



























S S t t t  








































S S X t t S  
SSSSSS 
SXSSSS 
S S t S t S  
S S S t t S  







% % S f % %  
% % S t % %  





























































S S f S  
S S t  
SSSSS 
S t % % %  
XSXSS 
















S S t t t t  
S S t S t S  
% % S t % %  
% % S t % %  
S t S S t X  
S S S S t t  
SSSSSS 
S t S b X S  
SCSSSXS 
S t S S S t  
S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 
S S t t S S  
% % S t % %  
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
S t S X t S  
S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 









TABLE 1. CONTINUED 




L13NGIWDE ( D E W )  88.67 
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  SSSSS 
Box SIZE LIXW (KM) 518x293 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE SSSSS 
































HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
TB3pERATuRE (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 mu BAND3 
mu BAND4 



























S S t X S S  
S S S X S t  
* * * S t *  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 


























































S S t S f S  
SSSSSS 
S t t S S S  
t S S t t S  
* S t % % %  




S S S S t S  
X t S t S S  

























































S S t t S S  


























































S S L S t S S  
SXSSSS 
t t t S S t  
SSSSSS 
**SS*% 
t S S S t S  
SSSSSS 
S S t X S t  
SSSSSS 
S S t S t S  




































* S S t S *  
%SSS%S 
S f t f t S  
SSSSSX 
S S t S t S  
SSSSSS 
234.53 
S S S t S t  
t t S t S 1 :  



























DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DE N) 
LI)NGI?UDE ( D I D G W )  
SOLAR ZENITH (DIE) 
Box SIZE Ixw (EM) 
RELATIVE REFLETAN( 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 













S S S t  
S X X  















% S t % %  
518x293 




























t X t  
SSSSS 
m eovER (%) 































BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 







HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 m B A N D 1  m BAND2 
mu B A N D 3  
Msu B A N D 4  ssu B A N D 1  
ssu BAND 2 ssu B A N D 3  
TJNPEIU'NRE ( K )  
t S S S S  
SSSSS 
SXSSS 
S S t X S  
SSSSS 
SSSSS 
S X S S S  
% S f % %  






















% % S t % %  
SSLXtXS 
S S S S S t  
t t tmt  
t t S S S S  
SSSCSSS 



























































































S S t t t S  
t t t S t S  
SSSSSS 
233.67 







S t S S S t  
SSSSSS 










S S S t t t  
S S S S t S  
% % % S t %  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 

















S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSLSSSS 
S t S S S t  
S t t S S S  
S t S S t S  
S X t S t S  
S t f t X S  
SSSSSS 
S X t t t S  





























DAY :HOUR :MIN 
m 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
Lx3NcITUDE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
REJATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (B) 
SURFACE PRES (FIB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
TRDPTHW I K) - (-) 
m mvw ( X )  
CLXXIDALT (MB) 
















5m-2MB m- 1MB 
1MB-0.4MB 
BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 








HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HRW2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
H m / 2  BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  mu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 ssu BAND3 
m ' l ' U R E  (K) 
om. 






5 18x29 3 



























S t S t t S  
SSSSSS 
S S S S t S  
SSSSSS 
* S t * % *  
S S t t S t  
SSSSSS 
S S S f S S  





S t t S S S  
t S S S t S  
SSXSSS 
t S S S S X  
SSSSSS 
SSSXSS 








26 'IO o(;T. 26 

















S S S f f  
















S X f  S t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S t S  





S t S S S t  





S X S S t S  
S t S X S X  
SSSSSS 
SSXSSS 






















t t t  
S t * * *  
SXXSS 

















S S t S t S  
i***** 
SSSSSS 
S S t S S S  
S S t t S S  
%%SS%S 





S S S S t S  
XSSSSS 
S f t S S S  
t S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
* * % S t %  
S t S S t S  
t t S S S S  


































































































































TABLE 1. OONTINUED 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITuDE (DEG N) 
JBGI'IUDE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Ixw (KM) 
RELATIVE REF'L%T&CE. 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURFACE HEES (MB) 
rnPPREs MB) 
"ROl?T"  I K) 
OZONE (DOBSON) 




7 OOMB- 500MB 
500MB-30OMB 
SURFACX-850MB 








5 OMB- 3 OMB 





BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 RAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRW2BAND 5 
HIRS/BBAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 23 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIR!3/2 BAND 18 
HIRW2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 ssu BAND3 
=TU'R.E (K) 



































































































































































































































































***** ***** ***** 



































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 




LATITUDE (DEG N) 





S S X S t  
309x293 x SXSSS 
222. 
286.0 
26 : 12 : 24 
10 
6 


















































SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TROPPRES (Ml3) 
TROP "FNP ( K )  
OZONE (-1 
CmUD COVER ( X )  


































































S S t t S S  












t S S t * : $  
SSSXS 





































S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 














































S S S t t t  
SSSSSS 
StSltS 































S t S t S S  






S S S t t S  










ACKBODY TEMP (K) B1 





HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 mu B A N D 3  
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 
74 
TABLE 1. CONTIN[ 
OCT. 26 TO OCl'. 
JED 
27 
DAY : HOUR : MIN 26: 19: 39 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 9 
LATI'IUDE (DEE N) 43.60 
LLNGIlUDE ( D E  W) 87.28 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 63.19 
Box SIZE L?N (KM) 250x293 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE S S t S X  
SURFACE ALT (M) 158. 
SURFACE flEMp (K) 279.0 
SURFACEPRES (MB) 1000. 
TmPPRes MB) 116. 
"R0PTIN.P K )  210.7 
XSSS o m  (DOBSON) 
CLXXJD COVER (%) SSX 
CLlXTD ALT (MB) S S t t S  
PRECIPITABU WATER (m) 
suRFAcE-700MB SSSSS 
70OMB-50oMB S S t t S  








1 OOMB-7OMB 209.8 
7oMB-5oMB 212.2 
5oMB-3OMB 215.4 






-mRE ( K )  
suRFAcE-850MB 
BLACKBODY TPMP (K)  
HIRS/2BAND 1 223.50 
HIRS/2BAND 2 217.33 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 217.16 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 S t S S t t  
HIRS/2 BAND 5 SSXSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 6 S S t S t t  
HIRS/2BAND 7 S S S S t t  
HIRS/2BAND 8 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 S t S S t S  
HIRS/2 BAND 11 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 * * S t * *  
HIRS/2 BAND 13 S t t t S S  
HIRS/2 BAND 14 S t S t S t  
HIRS/2 BAND 15 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 SSSXSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 234.72 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 SSSSSX 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 SSSSSS 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 SSSSSSS 
M3U B A N D 1  258.92 
M3U BAND2 249.92 
M3U BAND3 227.98 
M3U BAND4 212.70 ssu BAND 1 221.78 ssu BAND 2 232.39 

















































































































































































































































DAY :HOUR: MIN 
Mc" 
SATELLITE NO 
LATITUDE (DEG N)  
WGITUDE ( D E  W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SUFtF'ACE ALT (M) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
CLDUDALT (MB) 












1 OOMB-7 OMB 




5MB-2MB m- 1MI3 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/28AND 4 
HIRS/ZBAND 5 
HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2EAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAM) 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/Z BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 





































































































































5 1 8x29 3 





























































S t X S S  
348. 











S X S S t  
S S t S S  
% S t % %  
SSSSS 


































































































TABLE 1. OONTINl 
OCl'. 27 To OCI'. 
JED 
27 
DAY: HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 







































* * S t *  
250x293 















































LATITUDE (DEG N) 
LONGITUDE (DEE W) 
SURFACE ALT (M) 























BLACKBODY TI" (K) 





HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/ZBAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND2 




S S S t S  
280.9 





































































S S t S S S  




























S S t S t S  






S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S t t S S  
SSSSXS 














































TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
OCI'. 27 To OCI'. 27 













* * S t *  
5 18x29 3 






S t * %  
**% 
XSSSS 








27: 23: 22 
10 
DAY :HOUR: MIN 27: 19: 29 
MOEJTH 10 
SATELLITE No 9 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 44.79 
IDNGI'IUDE ( D E  W) 89.46 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEE)  62.66 
Box SIZE Ixw (KM) 309x293 
RELATIVE RJPLBXANCE 0.09 







































S X X  
S t * * *  
230. 
214.2 
S t S f  
SSS 
StSStS 
CLXxlD COVER ( X I  

















5MB-2MB m- 1MB 
1MB-0.4MB 
BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2BAND 4 
HIRS/BBAND 5 
H I R S / B B A N D  6 
HIRS/2BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HlRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
Msu B A N D 2  
Msu BAND3 
mu B A N D 4  
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 




































































S S S S S S  



























S S S t S t  
S t X t S S  
XSSSSS 
SSSSSX 
















* * % * % *  
SXSSSS 










S X t S S S  
t t S S S S  
SSSSSS 


















































OCI'. 27 To OCT. 28 
DAY : HOUR : MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
LLMGI'IUDE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
KELATIVE REFLEXAN( 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
S"ACE PRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
*TROPl" I K) 
OZONE (-) 














7 OMB- 50MB 







BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIFW2BAND 6 
HIRS/2  BAND 7 
HIRS/BBAND 8 
HIRW2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 4  
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 mu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 mu B A N D 3  
mu BAND4 ssu B A N D 1  
ssu BAND 2 ssu B A N D 3  




































S S f S S t  
SSSSSS 
S S S t S t  
SSSSSS 
S t S X t S  
SSSSSS 
S S t t X S  





S X S t t S  
S t X X t S  
S X S t t t  
t S X X * *  
S t f t X t  
S S S S S t  

























































































































































































































































TABLE 1. CQNTINUED 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE NO 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
LiDNGITUDE (DEEW) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DM;) 


















% * * X *  



















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
HIRS/ZBAND 3 






HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2  BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
mu BAND 2 
Msu BAND3 
ImJ BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 
TEMPERATURE ( K )  
t S * * *  
























t S S S S X  
sssxss 
S s S t S S  
S t * * * *  
XXSSSS 
XSSSSS 
s s s t * s  
SStSSS 
231.39 
S f  S S S X  



























S t * * *  
ttttd: 
s***s 
* * S t *  




























































S S t X S  
* * S t *  
* * S t *  
* S f * *  
* * S t *  





























































































































































DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE NO 
LATITUDE ( D S  N) 
LONGITUDE lDEG W) 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
S"ACE TEMP (K) 
SURF'ACEPRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MI31 
TROPTEMP I K) - (-1 
CIXxlD COVER (%) 
CLXXJD ALT (MB) 






7 OOMB- 5 OOMB 
500MB- 4 OOMB 











BLACKBODY Tplp (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
HIRS/BBAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/ZBAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIItS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
TABLE 1. COEJTINi 
28 To OCI'. 













S S t S  
SSS 
SSSSS 
S t t S S  
S t % % %  

















S S S t S S  
S S S t f S  
X S S S S S  
SXSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S S S t f  
SSSSSS 
S f t X S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 





















X X S S S  
5 1 8x293 



























S S S X S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S S X S S  









S t t S S S  
SSSXXS 
S t % % % %  
SSSSSX 




















































S S t S t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSCSS 
S S S S t f  
S S S t t S  
SSSSSS 
S S S S t t  
SSSSSS 
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 























t t S S  
t t S  
SSSSS 
t t S X X  
S S S t S  






















S S t S t S  
SSSSSS 
S S S X X S  
S S S t S S  
S S t t S t  
SSSSSS 
SSSXSS 
S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 










































































TABLJ? 1. CXIWINUED 
DAY :HOUR: MIN 
MD" - - - - -. 
SATELLITE NO 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
LDNGITUDE (DEG W) 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TRP (K) 














91. czxxrr, ALT (Mi)' 576.4 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (FM) 










1 OOMB-7 OMB 
7OMB-50MB 
5oMEb30MB 






B1 ACKEDDY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIELS/2BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu B A N D 2  
Msu BAND3 
mu B A N D 4  . ~~ ssu B A N D 1  
ssu BAND 2 




















































































































































































































































% % %  



















S f t S S S  
S S t t S S  
SLSSXSS 




S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 
% % X t X S  
SSXSSS 
SLSSSLXS 
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 













TABLE 1. OONTINUED 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATIlUDE (DE N) 
LDNGI'TUDE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE FUFLZCI'AN( 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TBdF' ( K )  
SURFACEHZES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
TROP'I" I K) 
OZONE (-1 




7 OOMB- 500MB 
5OOMB-3OOMB 
suRFAcE-850MB 














BLACKBODY T B P  (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2BAND 5 
HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
TBfPERAVJRE ( K )  
HIRSi2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 

































S t t S S S  
t S S S S S  
S S S S t S  
SSXSSS 
f S t S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S t S S  
SSSSSS 
t S S S S S  
t t S S S S  
SSSSSS 
t S S S t X  
























































S S S S t t  
SSSSSS 





























































































































































































TABIS 1. CONTINUED 
OCT. 29 To OCT, 29 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 29: 9:19 
MONTH 10 
SATELLITE No 9 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 46.95 
J.DNCI'IUDE (DEW) 90.17 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 90.00 





































5 1 8x29 3 


















RELATIVE REFLlkXhCE * * S t *  
SURFACE ALT ( M )  287. 
SURFACE TEMP ( K )  279.0 
322. 
274.0 
950. SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TI#>PHtES MB) 
OZONE (DOBSON) 
CliDUD COVER (%) 














7OMB- ~ O M B  
5OMB-3OMB 
30MB- 1 OMB 
1OMB-5MB 
5MB-2MB m- 1m 
1MB-0.4MB 
























































































































BLACKBODY TEMP ( K )  









































HIRS/Z BAND 4 
HIRS/2BAND 5 
HJRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 RAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAM) 15 
HlRS/2 BAMD 16 
H B / 2  BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
mu BAND 2 
mu BAND3 mu BAND 4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 








































































DAY: HOUR :MIN 
MONTH _ _ _ _  ~ 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
UMGITtTDE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (EM) 
RELATIVE FUiFIBXAN 
SURFACE ALT (M) 






















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 




HIRS/2 RAND 5 
HIRS/2BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/BBAND 9 
HIRS/2 RAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/Z BAND 23 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 RAND 16 
HJRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND 2 
ssu FUND 3 
TIPPERA'IURE (K) 
TABLE 1. CoNTINl 


































S S S S S X  
S X S S S S  
SS%%S% 
X X t S S t  























S S S t t  
309x293 
























S S S S S S  
S t * * * %  




S X t S X t  
% t S % S S  
S t X S t S  
S X S S S S  
X t t S S f  
S X t S S S  
SSSSSS 
S t t S S S  
S t S S t S  
S t t t S S  
S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 
%%*SI% 
























S X f  
S X S t S  
SSXSS 
t S S S S  
















S f t S S S  
t .S 8 S S S 
SSSSSS 
* * * *%% 
SSSSSS 
S S S S S S  
SSSSXS 
*%***% 
t S X t X S  





S S S t X t  
SSSSSS 
S S t S S S  

























S S t t S  
% * * S f  
SSSSS 
















t S t X t S  
SSSSSS 
S t S S t 8  
S S S t t S  
SSSXSS 
SSSSSS 
t t S S S S  
S f t S t S  
S S t S f f  
SSSSSS 
S S f t S S  
SSSXSS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S t t  
SSSSSS 

















S X S S t  
309x293 






S t S S  
S t t  
SSSSX 
SSSXS 
* * S t %  




















TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY: "R: M I N  
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATI"DE (DEG N) 
UMGIl"DE (DE W) 
SOLAR ZJNITH (DEC) 
RETATIVE REFLECTANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
S"AC32 TEMP ( K )  
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TROPFms MB) 
OZONE (DOBSON) 
CLIXlD COVER (%) 
CLIXlDALT (MB) 
HiEcIPITABLE WATER 













30MB- 1 OMB 
1OMB-5MB 
5MB-m m- 1MB 
1MB-0.4MB 
Box SIZE L?M (KM) 
TROP TEMP IK)  
l "EW'lVRE ( K )  
BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 






HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/BBAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 mu B A N D 3  
mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 















t S S S  
S t S  
* S t * *  
S f X f S  
SSSSS 



















X t t S S X  
SSSSSX 
t S S t t 9  
t t S S S 2  
S S S S t t  
S t t S S S  
t S t S S Y  
t S S S S t  
SXXtLSX 
S t t t S t  
t t t S S S  
SSSSLtS 
t t S S S S  
234.59 
S t t t X S  
S S X t t S  








29 To 03'. 
























































































































































































































































DAY :HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
ILNGIIVDE (DE0 W )  
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZE hew (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLECTAN( 
SURFACE ALT ( M )  




CLIXTD covw ( X I  




















BLACKBODY TBW ( K )  
HIRS/2BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2BAND 5 
H I R S / B B A N D  6 
H I R W B B A N D  7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 





ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 
TROP TBP IK, 
m ' I U R E  (K) 
29: 20: 48 
10 














0 .  
SSSSS 
























S t S S  


































% S t % %  850.0 
(MI 




2 . 0  
SSSSS 
S S S X t  
t t t t S  
SSSXS 
S S X t t  
X S t t X  
210 








































































254 . 7 
259.5 
% % % % % *  
SSSSSS 
S S t t S t  
%%%%et% 




S t S t t S  
S S t t t S  






S S S t t S  
S t t S X t  
SSLSSSS 
















% * S t % %  
SSSSSS 
t X X t t t  
t t t t t S  
SSSSSS 
S S t t S S  
S t t S t S  
S S t t t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S t f S t S  
S S S X t t  
SSSSSS 




S S t S S S  
SSSSSS 













259 . 13 
277 . 25 
252.23 





285.48 285 09 
261.91 









289 . 94 






























233 . 38 











DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
I13NGI'IW.DE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZEN1'h-l (DEb) 
RELATIVE IiEFLEcTANcE 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
CUXJD OVER ( X )  
CLDUDALT (MB) 



















BLACKBODY TEMP ( K )  
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HTtES/2BAND 3 






HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 mu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 
mu B A N D 3  
mu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 



















S X S t S  
















S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
S t f  SSS 
SXSSSS 





S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
* * * * X i  
t S S S S f  





S t S t t t  














* S t * *  
250x293 






























S t X t S S  
SSSSSS 











S S t S S t  

























S S t S  
SSS 
SSXSS 
S S X S S  

















S S X t t S  




* * S f * *  






SSS S t S  
SSSSSS 



























X S X  
% * X X S  
SSSSS 


















S t t f S S  
SSSSSS 
*SS*SS 
S X t S t S  









* * * * S t  
S t S S t t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 



























































S i S S X S  
SSSSSS 









TABLE 1. OONTINC m 
30 30 TO OCI'. 






5 1 8x2 93 
=E t t t t t  
354. 
SSSSS 













t S * *  
SSS 
SSSSS 
30: 9: 9 
10 
9 











30: 9: 9 
10 
DAY :HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
UNGI'IUDE (DE0 W) 
SOLARZENITH (DE01 
Box SIZE h W  (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLEXTANC 
























































(M) PRECIPITABLE WATER 
suRFAcE-700MB 



















X S S t S  
SSSSS 0.0 
SSXXS 
S t * * #  
S S S t t  
S t t t S  
XSSCSS 









































































































BLACKRODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/Z BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 










HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIELS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND I1 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  m BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 
SSSSSS 











S t t S S S  
228.92 




































































DAY : HOUR : MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE NO 
LATITVDE (DEC N) 
IDNGI"DE ( D E  W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE RlElJXTANCE 
SURF'ACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURFACEPRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
TfzloP TEMP IK) 
OZONE (-1 
CLXWD COVER (%) 
CLXXTDALT (MB) 
m. 































7 OMB- 50MB 






BLACKBODY TEMP ( K  
HIRS/2 BAND 1 





H I R S / 2 W  7 
HIRS/2BAM) 8 
HZRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HlRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 












































30 To 0C;T. 



















































































* S t * *  
t S S X S  
* * * S t  
S t t S S  


















































































































S S t t S  

















S S t S S X  
SSSSSS 
SSSXSS 
S t S S S t  
S S S t t S  




S S t S t S  
S S t S S S  
S S t S S S  
t t t f  SS 
S S S S S t  
SSSSXS 
S S L t S t S  
t S t X t S  
S t t S t S  
t t t S S t  








TABLE 1. a3NTIM 






LATI'IUDE ( D E  N) 
UGI ' IUDE (DEG w)  


































S t S S  
SSS 







































S S X S  
S t t  























* * S t %  
SSSSS 
* * S t *  
XXSSS 
























































































CKBODY "BfP (K)  
IRs/2 BAND 1 
IRs/2BAND 2 
IRs/2BAND 3 




I R S / Z B A N D  8 
IRS/ZBAND 9 
IRs/2 BAND 10 
m / 2  BAND 11 
IRs/2 BAND 12 
lRS/2 BAND 13 
lRS/2 BAND 14 
IF?S/2 BAND 15 
IRs/2 BAND 16 
IRS/2 BAND 17 
lRS/2 BAND 18 
m / 2  BAND 19 
m / 2  BAND 20 
su B A N D 1  
su BAND2 
su B A N D 3  
su BAND4 
su B A N D 1  
su BAND2 
su B A N D 3  





S t S S f S  
S t S S S S  
SXSSSS 
t S X S S S  
* * % S t *  
SSSSSS 
SSSSXS 



















X S S t S S  
SSSSSS 
t t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
X t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S X X  




















































. .  
TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
DAY : HOUR : MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N )  
IBNGITUDE (DEG W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE61 




















m u R E  (K) 
2MB- 1MB 
1m-0.4MB 
BLACKBODY 'I" (K) 
HIRS/~ BAND i . 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/BBAND 6 
HZRS/2BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAM) 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Mu B A N D 2  
mu B A N D 3  
Mu BAND4 ssu B A N D 1  
ssu BAND 2 ssu B A N D 3  
30 TO OCI'. 



















































































































































































































































































































TABLB 1. CONTINUED 
OCI'. 30 'IO OCT. 30 
PReCIPITABLE WATER 
SURFACE-7OOMB 


















BLACKBODS TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 . 
HIRS/2BAND 2 




HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
H m / 2  BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 













S S t S  
% % %  
SSSSS 
S S S t f  
SSSSX 





















S S S t S t  
SSSSSS 
S S t t S S  
SSSSSX 
' SSSSSS 




















































































S X S t S  
518x293 








S S t S S  
SSSSS 
SX*%% 

















S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
S t % % * %  




































S S t S  
S S f  
S t S S S  
X S t S S  
SSSSS 



























S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSLSSSS 




S S t t t S  















































S t S S S f  
SSSSXS 
SSSSSS 



















TABU 1. CC"INueD 
DAY : HOUR:MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE NO 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
KWGIIUDE . (DEC W )  
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE FtlFLETANCE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (XI 
CLDUD ALT (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (m) 






















7 OOMB- 500MB 
500MB-40oMB 
400MB- 3 0 W  










BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HI€?S/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2BAND 3 






HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HI=/:! BAND 11 
HIkS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
( K )  
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRs/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 
ImJ BAND4 ssu B A N D 1  
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 























































S S t S t X  
S t f t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 






S S S t S S  
SSSSSX 


















* % S t *  































S t t S t S  
S t % % % %  
SSSSSS 
S S X t t S  
S t t S t S  
S t S X t S  
SSSSSS 
S S S t t t  
S t S t S S  




S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 
XSSSSS 







266 8 67 





S t S S S  










S t * * *  
S t * * *  






























S S t t S S  
S t f S t S  




















































t S t t X S  
S S S f  SS 
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
X S t S S t  
X S S f S S  
SSSSSS 
S X t t t S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S S t  
SXSSSS 
SSSSSS 








DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATI'IUDE (DEG N) 
LDNCI'IUDE (DEGW) 
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZE L?cw (KM) 
RELATIVE REF'LECl'AN( 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE "DIP (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
OmNE (Do=) 
(2uxJD COVER (%) 












200m- 1 OOMB 
1 OOMB-70MB 







BLACKBODY TB3p (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/BBAND 2 




HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIFW2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HI€?S/2 BAND 15 
HIW/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  mu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  
mu BAND4 ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
TABU 1. C0"INI; 

































































































* : X X S S t  
S S S t t t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSX 
S t S X t S  
* S t % * *  
S t S S t S  
S t S t t S  
SSSSSX 
*%Sf**  
S S S t t t  






































































































































































































C - 2 -  95 
DAY : H(xIR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
LXXJGI'IUDE. ( DEG w ) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Ixw (XM) 
RELATIVE FlEFlBXANCX 




TROP'I" I K) 
amNE (DOBSON) 





















m m  (K) 
BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 







H%/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRs/2 BAND 14 
HlRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HlRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
mu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  
Msu B A N D 4  
ssu BAND 1 ssu m 2  
ssu BAND 3 















X S X  



















S S S S t t  




* % * S t *  
S t t t c t S  
S X S S t S  
SSSSSS 
S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
























































































S t S S  
S t S  
S S S f S  
S t S S X  
SSSSS 






















t X t S X S  
S t t t S S  
SSSSSX 
i : X S X f f  
t S S t S S  
SSSSSS 





























S X S  
SSSSS 
S S S t X  
SSSSS 





















S t f S t S  
X S t t S t  
SSSSSS 
t S S S t t  
SSSLSSS 
S t S t t S  
SSSSXS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S t S  
S L S S S t t  
S t S L S t S  
233.47 
S f t t t S  
SXSSSS 






















* % %  
S t S S S  
S t S S t  
SXSSS 

























S S t t S S  
SSXSSS 
SSSLSSS 





S t S S S t  









TABLE 1. a(3KTINuBD 
OCT. 31 To &. 31 
DAY : HOUR :KIN 
MONTH 
S A r n I T E  No 
LATI'IUDE ( D E  N) 
UMGI'NDE ( D E  W )  
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZE Lxw (XM) 
RELATIVE REFLw;TANcE 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE Tplp (K) 
SURFACEHZES (MB) 
TROPPRFS MB) 
TROPTEMP I K) 
CyZoNE (-1 
CImD COVER ( X )  
W A L T  (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATER (m) 
SURJ?ACE-'IOOMB 









7 OMB- 50MB 
50MB-30MB 
30MB- 1 OMB 
1OMB-5MB 
5MB-2MB m- 1MB 
1MB-0.4MB 
BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 





HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIR!3/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 mu R A N D 1  mu BAND2 mu B A N D 3  
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 
m T U f 2 E  (K) 
8 5 OMB- 7 OOMB 









































































S t t X  
SSS 
* * S t *  
**%*% 




























S t S S S S  
S S S t t t  
SSSSSS 
S X X S X S  
SSSSSS 


















S t S S X t  


















































* S S * t S  
SSSSSX 
SSSSSS 
S S t X t S  


































S S t  






















DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 










































BLACKBODY TEMP (K 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 
HIRS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2 BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
Tl3PEfUTUR.E (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 




ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 


























































X S S X  
SXS 
S t % % %  
SXSSS 
SSSSS 



















S S % % * t  
X X t S t S  
SSSSSS 




S t t X S S  
S f S S f S  
SCSSSSS 
SSSSSS 


















































































































S t S t X X  
SXSSSS 
t t X t S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S t S f  
S S S t S t  
t t S X t X  
S S t t S t  
S S S t S t  
SSXXSS 
SSSSXS 
t t t t S *  
231.75 
S t S t S S  
StSttS 





















S t t t  
t t S  
S t S S f  
S t t S S  
SSSSS 
























S S S t t S  
* S f % % *  
X S t t S S  
SCSXSXS 
SSXSXS 





S f S S S S  








TABLE 1. CONTINUED 
Nov. 1mNov. 1 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEC N) 
IDNGITUDE (DEG W) 






















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/BBAND 2 
HIRS/2BAND 3 






HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAM) 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
mu B A N D 3  
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 














S t t  
SSSSS 
S S S S t  























X S S S t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 


















































* * S * S *  
SSSSSS 





* * * S t *  






















































































S t X t S S  
SSSSSS 
S S S S t S  
SSSSSS 
S t t S t l :  





S t S S t S  














































S S S t t t  
SSSSSS 






f S t S S 1 :  



















TABLE 1. CQNTINUQ) 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 
Mc" 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
UNGITUDE ( DE W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE LXW (KM) 
TRoPHiEs MB) 
OZONE (Do=) 
CLlXlD COVER ( X )  
CLXXIDALT (MB) 
PRECIPITABLE WATER 
TROP rn IK, 
suRFAcE-700MB 
70OMB-50OMB 

















BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2BAND 2 




HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2 BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  m BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 















S t t S  
S t S  




















S t S S t S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 





t S X S S t  
XSSSSS 































































S % S S i S  
235.95 



































































































































































































TABLB 1. CONTINUED 
Nov. 1mNov. 2 
DAY : HOUR : MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATIlUDE (DEG N )  
II3NcI'IUDE ( D E W )  
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE W A N C  
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K) 
SURFACEPRES (MB) 
TROPPRES MB) 
TROPTEMP I K) 
c%mNE (-1 








7 OOMB- 500MB 












BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2BAND 1 




HIRS/2 BAND 6 
HIRS/2BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 
Msu BAND4 ssu BAND 1 ssu BAND 2 







































S S t t S S  
S S t S t t  
SSSSSS 
S t X S S t  
t X X S S 1 :  
% % % S i %  
S t t S X S  
S t t S S S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S S f  
SXSSXS 
SSSSSS 
S t S S t S  
SSSSXS 
S S t t t S  
SSSSXS 
SSSSSS 






































S S S t S t  
SSSSSS 
S S t t S S  
S S S S t t  
S S S t S t  






S S S S t t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
























S S t  
SSSSS 
SSSSS 





























* * * S f  
518x293 








S S t S S  
SSSSS 














































































* * S t * *  
S t t t S t  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 


















DAY : HOUR : MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 
IBNGITUDE (DEGW) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DE) 
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFUXX'ANCE 
"ACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE 'I" (K) 
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
rnPPRES MB) 
TROPTPMP I K) 
OZONE (DOBSON) 




7 OOMB- 500MB 
5OOMB-3OOMB 
SURFACE-85 OMB 
8 5 OMB- 7 OOMB 










5m-2MB m- 1MB 
1MB-0.4MB 
BLACKBODY TI" (K) 






HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 ssu B A N D 3  















S X f S  
























S S t S X X  
SXSSSS 
S S S t t t  
SSXLSXS 
% S t % * %  
SSSSSS 




















































SSSS S t  
SSXSSS 
SXSSSS 
S t S S X S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 
S S t t S S  
SSSSSS 


































t f t t  






































S S S S t t  
























* S t % %  
S S X t S  





















t t S S S S  




S S t t S S  
SSXSSS 
* S t % % %  
S t S t S S  
S t S t S S  
S S t S t S  
231.66 
S t t S t t  























% % *  
* *SXS 
SSSSX 





















S S t S t S  
SXSSXS 
S S t S t S  
t t t S X S  










t S t S X S  








DAY : HOUR : MIN 
MONIW 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
ILNGI'IUDE (DE0 W) 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEG) 
Box SIZE LXw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLM;TANc 
SURF'ACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE l" (K) 
SURFACE FRES (MB) 
TROPPRES (MB) 
TROP TEMP (K) 
OZONE moBscN) 






















TABLE 1. CONTINl 
Nov. 2mNov. 
BLACKBODY l " ( K )  
HIRS/2BAND 1 





H I R S / B B A N D  7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2 BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAM) 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HlRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
mu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  mu BAND4 ssu B A N D 1  ssu BAND2 






$ S t % *  



































































































* % * S t *  
SSSSSX 
S t S S t S  
t S S S S S  
S S t S S t  
S S S S X t  
SSSSSS 
SXSSSS 



























S t X t X  

















S S S S S t  
SSSSSS 







































S t S S t  
SSSSS 
* * * S t  


























S t t t S S  
SSXSSS 
SSXSSS 





t t t t t S  















































S f S S t S  
SSSSSS 
SSXSSS 
S t S t S S  
SSSSSS 
SSSSSS 














TAEU 1. OONTINUED 
DAY : "R : MIN 
MONTH ___. 
sATEL4ITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E  N) 
LONGITUDE (DE W) 













1 OW-7 OMB 
7OMB-5OMB 
5OMB-30MB 





BLACKBODY TEMP (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIELS/2 BAND 3 
HIRS/2BAND 4 
HIRS/2 BAND 5 
HIRS/2BAND 6 
HIRS/2 BAND 7 
HIRS/2BAND 8 
HIRS/2BAND 9 
HIRS/2 BAND 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
HIRS/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  
Msu BAND2 
Msu BAND3 
mu B A N D 4  
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 

















S t * * *  




















S S X t S X  
SSSSSS 
**$*** 
S S t X t X  
SSXSSS 




































S t X  
SSSSS 
S f % * *  
S X S S S  





















S S S f t S  




S S S S t t  
SSSSSS 






























S t S S  
S S t  
SSSSS 
SSSSS ***** 






























t L s S S S S  
SSSSSS 
t t S S S S  
SSSSSS 
























S t % * *  
**$*$ 
* * S t *  

















S X t S S b  
t S S S S S  
SSSSSS 




t t S % S S  
SSSSSS 
S S t S t S  
SSSXSS 
SSSSSS 
t S S t S t  
S t S t S S  
SCXSSSS 
S S S t S S  
SSSSSS 






































































Nov. 2 m N o v .  2 
DAY: HOUR: MIN 
MONTH 
SATELLITE No 
LATITUDE ( D E N )  
JBNGITUDE ( D E W )  
SOLAR ZENITH ( D E )  
Box SIZE Lxw (KM) 
RELATIVE REFLECTAN( 
SURFACE ALT (M) 
SURFACE TEMP (K)  
SURFACE PRES (MB) 
Tf#IPpREs MB) 
OZONE (DOBSON) 





















BLACKBODY TDP (K) 
HIRS/2BAND 1 
HIRS/2 BAND 2 
HIRS/2BAND 3 
HIFW2 BAND 4 
H I R S / B B A N D  5 




HIRS/2  BAM) 10 
HIRS/2 BAND 11 
HIRS/2 BAND 12 
HIRS/2 BAND 13 
HIRS/2 BAND 14 
HIRS/2 BAND 15 
HIRS/2 BAND 16 
H=/2 BAND 17 
HIRS/2 BAND 18 
HIRS/2 BAND 19 
HIRS/2 BAND 20 
Msu B A N D 1  mu BAND2 
Msu B A N D 3  
Msu BAND4 
ssu BAND 1 
ssu BAND 2 
ssu BAND 3 































































































































































































































225 . 72 
242.28 




















































































Nov. 2 m l a o v .  2 
DAY : HOUR: MIN 2:20: 5 2:20: 6 
MONTH 11 11 
SATELLITE No 9 9 
LATITUDE (DEG N) 43.85 45.04 
IBNGITUDE (DEE W) 86.93 90.88 
SOLAR ZENITH (DEC) 68.43 67.66 
Box SIZE IJXW (KM) 250x293 250x293 
RELATIVE REFUh& 


















BLACKBODY TEYF' (K) 
HIRS/2 BAND 1 
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Figure ?.-Location of TOVS Centroids for Oct. 9. 
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Figure 2.-Location of  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 10. 
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Figure 3.-Location of  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 11. 
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Figure 4.-Location of TOVS Centroids for Oct. 12. 
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Figure 5.-Location o f  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 14. 
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Figure 6.-Location of  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 15. 
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Figure 7.-Location of TOVS Centroids for Oct. 16. 
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Figure 8.-Location of  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 17. 
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Figure 9.4,ocation of  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 18. 
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Figure 10.-Location o f  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 19. 
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Figure 11.-Location o f  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 20. 
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Figure 12.-Location o f  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 21. 
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Figure 13.-Location of TOVS Centroids for Oct. 22. 
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Figure 14.-l,ocation of  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 23. 
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Figure 15.-Location of TOVS Centroids for Oct. 24. 
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Figure 16.-Location o f  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 25. 
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Figure l7.-l,ocation of TOVS Centroids for Oct. 26. 
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Figure 18.-Location o f  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 27. 
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Figure 19.4ocation of TOVS Centroids for Oct. 28. 
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Figure 20.-Location o f  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 29. 
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Figure 21.-Location of TOVS Centroids for Oct. 30. 
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Figure 22.-Location of  TOVS Centroids for Oct. 31. 
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Figure 23.-Location of TOVS Centroids for Nov. 1. 
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Figure 24.-Location o f  TOVS Centroids for Nov. 2. 
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